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Calendar No. 562
{

SENATE

}

REPORT

No. 96-526

G THE CONSENT OF CONGRESS TO THE
ED BEAR RIVER

OF UTAH,

18 (legislative day,

IH

CO~1PACT

V\T YO~IING

DECEMBER

BETvVEEN THE
AND IDAHO

15), 1!179.-0rdered to be printed

(for :Ml'. KENNEDY) , from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 1489]

Committee on the Judiciary, to which was referred the bill
granting the consent of Congress to the amended Bear River
between the States of Utah, Wyoming and Idaho, having
_111P.1'f~<1 same, reports favorably thereon without amendment and
. .nmendS that the bill do pass. ~
PURPOSE

1\e purpose of this amended compact is to remove controversy over
distribution and use of the waters of the Bear River. It will provide
efficient use of water by establishing an equitable apportionment of
Bear River's waters among the compacting states. It will promote
" II_tate comity and allow additional development of the water
STATEMENT

The original Bear River Compact between the States of Utah,
yorning and Idaho became effective on March 17, 1958. That agreement, however, did not divide the direct flow or storable water below
Bear Lake between Idaho and Utah. The area above Bear Lake in all
Ihree states can accommodate additional water use and storage.
The amended Bear River Compact, which is the result of 10 years
of negotiations between the affected states, will permit modifications
to the existing compact to allow additional development of water storage facilities and enhance stabilization of water use in the area. The
revised compact will retain provisions requiring a review at intervals
not exceeding twenty years to allow future reviSIons to be rna de as they
are necessary.
fi9-137 No. 960
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GEOGRAPHIC SETTING

The Bear River is an interstate water flow which drains an
4,776,000 acres including 1,725,000 in Idaho, 2,092,000 in Utah,
959,000 in Wyoming. Its headwaters are only 90 miles from its
yet it covers over 500 miles in a circuitous course before reaching

Great Salt Lake. It makes five stateline crossings in three states.
The Bear River is the largest tributary to the Great Salt Lake
the largest river in the North American Continent that does not
the ocean. It has a mean annual water supply of approximately
million acre feet.
There are 5 hydroelectric plants on the Bear River and over
irrigation organizations supplying irrigation water for half-a-Ilrlu..
acres of land.
SUMMARY OF AMENDED BEAR RIVER COMPACT

A.mended Bear River Oompact Provision8
The Amended Bear River Compact, as ratified in 1979 by the
of Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming, provides the following changes
1958 Compact.

I. Lower Division belo'll) Stewart Dam (Bear Lake)
1. Allocates the waters below Stewart Dam between Utah and
but states that water delivery will be based on priority of rights
out regard to state boundary lines for all of those rights where
was applied to -beneficial use prior to January 1,1976.
2. The water not applied to beneficial use prior to January 1,
allocated as follows:
A. Idaho is granted the first right to develop and deplete
acre-feet, including groundwater, in the Lower DivisIon.
B. Utah is granted the right to develop and deplete 275,000
feet, including groundwater, in the Lower Division.
C. The next 150,000 acre-feet of water depletion, .
groundwater, will be divided equally between Utah and
D. All water in excess of the above allocations will be
tween Utah and Idaho, with Idaho receiving 30% and U

II. Upper and Oentral Divi8ion (above Bear Lake)
(All present rights remain in force as stated in the 1958
1. Additional storage granted above Bear Lake is 74,500
which 4,500 acre-feet is g-ranted to Idaho, and 35,000
granted each to Utah and Wyoming. This storage, including
water development, is subject to an annual depletion limit
acre-feet-of which Idaho is allocated 2,000 acre-feet, and
Wyoming- 13,000 acre-feet each. Upper Basin states will not
to store this water when Bear Lake is below elevation 5911
2. When Bear Lake is full and overflowing, additional
be stored in the Upper and Central Divisions. These 'Bear
are allocated as follows: 6 percent to Idaho, 47 percent to
47 percent to Wyoming.
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DISCUSSION
legislation pending in the other body, H.R. 4320, passed
voice vote on November 27, 1979.
Department of Interior reports that it has no objection to enactof S. 1489 as reflected in the following letter to the Committee.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Wash.ington, D.O., October 15,1.979.
M. KENNEDY,
Oornmittee on the Judiciary,
Senate, Wasltington, D.O.
Dun MR. CHAIRMAN: This responds to your request for our views
• 14898, a bill to consent to the amended Bear River Compaet
the State of Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming.
e would have no objection to the enactment o'f this legislation.
1489 would give Congressional approval to a compact between
t&tes of Idaho, Utah and Wyoming concerning the distribution
use of the waters of the Bear River.
Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no
to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the
INDlllIl1strlltu'm's program.
Sincerely"
Guy MARTIN,
Assistant Secretar1j"
The Governors of Wyoming and Utah have advised the COmmittee
the States involved have duly ratified the Amended Compact
re~o~mend
enactment as reflected in the following
EOWAIlD

r~,.,nJI'TI._

WYOMING EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Oheyenne, September 20, 1!J79.
K. SIMPSON,
"",,~enator,6~5 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
""Ii~,ng,ton.

D.O.
Dwt SENATOR SIMPSON: The Bear River Compact was negotiated
drafted by representatives of Idaho, Utah and Wyoming with
uent ratification by the Legislatures of these States, followed
Legislative consent of the National Congress. It became effective
signature by the President of the United States on March 17,
following which, a Commission was appointed to administer the

provision of the Compact provides for review and amendprocess at intervals not to exceed twenty years with any proamendments requiring ratification by the Legislatur~s of the
States and Congressional consent. The present Compact did
pithpr the direct flow or storable water between Idaho and
below Bear Lake, nor was ground water required to be aceounted
and the residents above Bear Lake were of the opinion that a
r percentage of the supply from the Upper Basin should be alIoeited for use in that area.
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In order to resolve these issues, a negotiating committee, conslSbl.
of representatives of the three states was established in. 1969 at
time, work was initiated toward reaching an acceptable agr'eelll.
Over the years, this effort was continued with many T\l"l"\nn,,,ola
analyzed, until in 1976, negotiations had proceeded to
point
an acceptable proposal had been drafted and a public hearmg
proposal was held in each of the three states during November of
Due to some concerns by irrigation districts in Idaho and the
Power and Light Company as to how their operations might
fected, an 'a ttempt to have the modifications ratified by the
Legislatures was not undertaken.
Discussions were continued and through further review and
planation during regular public meetings of the Bear River
sion, the concerns appeared to have been sat.isfacto
public hearings were again held in the three, states in lJecernbe~r.
After receiving generally favorable reaction, at the public
a revised Compact was presented to the 1978 Sessions of the
Legislatures and in all cases, after thorough consideration by the
sponsible committees, the revised Compact was duly ratified.
Of principal interest to Wyoming is the provision to authorize
tional storage in the amount of 35,000 acre-feet per year,
be limited to a yearly depletion of 13,000 acre-feet. All eXl'stllll2
established as of January 1, 1976, are protected in the T\l"/'\T\I"l,QM
pact changes and the provisions of the ori¢.nal Compact are
Further modifications will still be able to be effected in the eveDt
perience with the revised Compact and future conditions indicate
to be necessary.
The proposed revisions have received intensive evaluation and
our considered recommendation that the revised Compact be
by Con$.ress and your efforts in this behalf are appreciated.
~incerely,

En HERSCHLER,
GEORGE I.J.
MAILGRAM

Hon. ORRIN G. HATCH,
U.S. Senate, Russell Senate Offioe Building,
lVashingto·a, D.O.
DEAR ORRIN: The Bear River Inter8tate Water Compact ( .
is currently under consideration by the Senate tTndiciary
where it has been since July of this year. This compact. was
and carefully negotiated between the States of Utah, W
Colorado and any delay in obtaining congressional con
rupt our water planning efforts and hold up water <level
ects. I would apnreciate your help, as a member of the ,Tudiciary
mittee, in expediting this matter.
,
Sincerely,
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RULE XXIX

(COST AND IMPACT STATEMENT)

compliance with Senate rules, the Committee determines that
.
cost to the Government would be incurred as a direct
enactment of this legislation. The Committee further finds
. legislation will have no detrimental regulatory, privacy or
impact or require issuance of additional regulations for its
tion.
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CHAPTER NO: .___I...'~/_. __

tGDlJUo SENATE
182

nu NO.

ENROLLED ACT NO.

~,

SENATE

FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

~ ~

amend W.S. 41-12-101 relating to the Bear River
providing for an amended compact; providing for an
apportionment of the waters among the compacting
fining developable water in the lower division; changdate of reports from annual to biennial; allocating
in the lower division between the states of Idaho and
granting additional storage rights to Utah, Wyoming and
in the upper division; limiting consumptive uses in the
division; making other minor changes in the existing
. and providing for an effective date.
. lature of the State of
read:

41-12-101. Generally. Ratification and approval is hereby
to the Bear R1ver Compact as signed at Salt Lake City, in
of Utah, on the 22nd day of December, A.D., 1978, by
L. Christopulos, the state engineer of the state of
and others, which compact was also signed by the duly
commissioners of the states of Idaho and Utah, and
by the representative of the United States, which Bear
Compact is in full as follows:
BEAR RIVER COMPACT
of Idaho, the state of Utah, and the state of
through their respective commissioners after
ons participated in by a representative of the United
f America appointed by the president, have agreed to an
Bear ~iver Compact as follows:
ARTICLE I
The major purposes of this compact are to remove the
of present and future controversy over the distribution
of the waters of the Bear River; to provide for effiof water for multiple purposes; to permit additional
~"l.opD~nt
of the water resources of Bear River; to promote

(7)
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ORIGINAL SENATE
FILE -NO. 182
ENROLLED ACT NO.

~,

SENATE

FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

interstate comity; to accomplish an equitable apportionment
the waters of the Bear River among the compacting states.
B. The physical and all other conditions peculiar to
Bear River constitute the basis for this
principle or precedent with respect
stream is intended to be established.
ARTICLE II
As used in this compact the term
1. "Bear River" means the Bear River
from its source in the Uinta Mountains
Salt Lake;
2.

"Bear Lake" means Bear Lake and Mud Lake;

3. "Upper division" means the portion of Bear River
its source in the Uinta Mountains to and including Pixl
diversion dam in the southeast quarter of section 25,
23 north, range 120 west, sixth principal meridian, Wyoming;
4. "Central division" means the portion of the Bear
from Pixley Dam to and including Stewart Dam, a diversion
section 34, township 13 south, range 44 east, Boise but
meridian, Idaho;
5. "Lower division" means the portion of the Bear
between Stewart Dam and Great Salt Lake, including Bear
its tributary drainage;
6. "Upper Utah section diversions" means the SUII
diversions in second-feet from the Bear River and the
taries of Bear River joining the Bear River upstream
point where the Bear River crosses the utah-Wyoming stau
above
Evanston, Wyoming; excluding the diversions by
Hilliard East Fork Canal, Lannon Canal, Lone Mountain Di~,
Hilliard West Side Canal;
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ENROLLED ACT NO. -i!, SENATE
FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

7.. "Upper Wyoming section diversions" means the sum of all
in second-feet from the Bear River main stem from the
where the Bear River crosses the utah-Wyoming state line
Evanston, Wyoming, to the point where the Bear River crosWyoming-Utah state line east of Woodruff, utah, and
the diversions by the Hilliard East Fork Canal, Lannon
, Lone Mountain Ditch, and Hilliard West Side Canal;
"Lower Utah section diversions" means the sum of all
in second-feet from the Bear River main stem from the
where the Bear River crosses the wyoming-utah state line
of Woodruff, Utah, to the point where the Bear River crosthe Utah-Wyoming state line northeast of Randolph, Utah;'
"Lower Wyoming section diversions" means the sum of all
in second-feet from the Bear River main stem from the
the Bear River crosses the Utah-Wyoming state line
of Randolph to and including the diversion at Pixley

~~:lonLS

"commission" means the Bear River commission, organarticle III of this compact;
a

user" means a person, corporation, or other
right to divert water from the Bear River for

12. "Second-footll means a flow of one cubic foot of
second of time passing a given point;
13 . . IIAcre-foot" means
one acre to a depth of
feet;

the
one

water

quantity of water required to
foot, equivalent to 43,560

14. IIBiennium" means the 2-year period commencing on Octo1 of the first odd numbered year after the effective date of
compact and each 2-year period thereafter;

S.Rept. 96-526 --- 2
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FILE NO. 182
ENROLLED ACT NO. ...!l, SENATE
FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

15. If Water year" means the period beginning October 1 and
ending September 30 of the following year;
16. "Direct flow" means all water flowing in a natural
watercourse except water released from storage or imported fr~
a source other than the Bear River watershed;
17. "Border gauging station" means the stream flow gauging
station in Idaho on the Bear River above Thomas Fork near ti»
Wyoming-Idaho boundary line in the northeast quarter of tiw
northeast quarter of section 15, township 14 south, range "
east, Boise base and meridian, Idaho;
18. "Smi ths Fork" means a Bear River tributary which ril.
in Lincoln County, wyoming and flows in a general southwesterly
direction to its confluence with Bear River near Cokeville,
Wyoming;
19. "Grade Creek" means a Smiths
rises in Lincoln County , wyoming and
tion and in its natural channel is
section 17, township 25 north; range
meridian, Wyoming;
20. IIpine Creek II means a Smiths Fork tributary which ri
in Lincoln County, Wyoming, emerging from its mountain
section 34, township 25 north, range 118 west, sixth prlru:lp~"
meridian, Wyoming, and in its natural channel is tribu
Smiths Fork in section 36, township 25 north, range 119
sixth principal meridian, Wyoming;
21. "Bruner Creek" and IIpine Creek Springs II means
Fork tributaries which rise in Lincoln County, Wyoming,
tions 31 and 32, township 25 north, range 118 west, s
cipal meridian, and in their natural channels are
Smiths Fork in section 36, township 25 north, range
sixth principal meridian, Wyoming;
22.

"Spring

Creek"

means

a

Smiths Fork tributary
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SENATE
fILl NO. 182
ENROLLED ACT NO.

~,

SENATE

FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

~

Lincoln County, Wyoming, in sections 1 and 2, township
, range 119 west, sixth principal meridian, Wyoming, and
in a general westerly direction to its confluence with
Fork in section 4, township 24 north, range 119 west,
principal meridian, Wyoming;
Creek II means the Bear River tributary which
County, wyoming and flows in a general westerly
confluence with Bear River in section 20, townrange 119 west, sixth principal meridian,
"Hobble Creek" means the Smiths Fork tributary which
in Lincoln County, Wyoming and flows in a general south.,~ul,y direction to its confluence with Smiths Fork in section
28 north, range 118 west, sixth principal meridian,
24.

"Hilliard East Fork Canal II means that irrigation canal
diverts water from the right bank of the east fork of Bear
in summit County, Utah, at a point west 1,310 feet and
330 feet from the southeast corner of section 16, township
.rtn, range 10 east, Salt Lake base and meridian, Utah, and
in a northerly direction crossing the Utah-Wyoming state
into the southwest quarter of section 21, township 12
, range 119 west, sixth principal meridian, Wyoming;
2S.

"Lannon Canal II means that irrigation canal which
nrts water from the right bank of the Bear River in summit
~,
Utah, east 1,480 feet from the west quarter corner of
~on 19, township 3 north, range 10 east, salt Lake base
and
llridian, utah, and runs in a northerly direction crossing the
-wyoming state line into the south half of section 20, townP 12 north, range 119 west, sixth principal meridian,
ljaaing;
27.

II

Lone

Mountain

Ditch"

means

that irrigation canal
the Bear River in
utah, north 1,535 feet and east 1,120 feet from

'ch diverts water from the right bank of

~t

County,
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FILE NO~ 182
ENROLLED ACT NO.

~,

SENATE

FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

the west quarter corner of section 19, township 3
east, Salt Lake base and meridian, Utah, and runs
therly direction crossing the Utah-Wyoming state line ' into
south half of section 20, township 12 north, range 119
sixth principal meridian, Wyoming;

10

28. "Hilliard west Side Canal" means that irrigation
which diverts water from the right bank of the Bear Ri
summit County, Utah, at a point north 2,190 feet and
feet from the south quarter corner of section 13, to'~Bm~
north, range 9 east, Salt Lake base and meridian, Utah, and
in a northerly direction crossing the utah-wyoming stau
into the south half of section 20, township 12 north, range
west, sixth principal meridian, Wyoming;
29. "Francis Lee Canal" means 'Chat irrigation canal
diverts water from the left bank of the Bear River in
County, Wyoming, in the northeast quarter of section 30,
ship 18 north, range 120 west, sixth principal
Wyoming,
and
runs
in
a westerly direction ac
Wyoming-utah state line into section 16, township 9 north,
8 east, Salt Lake base and meridian, Utah;
30. "Chapman Canal" means that irrigation canal
diverts water from the left bank of the Bear River in
County, Wyoming, in the northeast quarter of section 36,
ship 16 north, range 121 west, sixth principal
Wyoming, and runs in a northerly direction crossing
divide into the Saleratus drainage basin near
corner of section 36, township 17 north, range 121
principal meridian, Wyoming and then in a general
direction crossing the Wyoming-Utah state line;

31. "Neponset Reservoir" means that
principally in sections 34 and 35, township 8 north,
east, Salt Lake base and meridian, Utah, having a
6,900 acre-feet.
ARTICLE III
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GlIAL SENATE
nLE NO. 182

ENROLLED ACT NO.

-11, SENATE

FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

A.

There is hereby created an interstate administrative
to be known as the "Bear River Commission" which is
y constituted a legal entity and in such name shall exerthe powers hereinafter specified. The commission shall be
sed of nine commissioners, three commissioners representing
signatory state, and if appointed by the president, one
tional commissioner representing the United States of Amerwho shall serve as chairman, without vote.
Each commisr, except the chairman, shall have one vote. The state
ssioners shall be selected in accordance with state law.
commissioners who shall include two commissioners from each
b shall constitute a quorum. The vote of at least two-thirds
~ commissioners when a quorum is present shall be necessary
'the action of the commission.

B. The compensation and expenses of each commissioner and
adviser shall be paid by the government which he repre. All expenses incur.r ed by the commission in the administion of this compact, except those paid by the United States
~rica, shall be paid by the signatory states
on an equal
il.
The commission shall have power to:
1. Adopt by-laws, rules, and regulations not incont with this compact;
2.

Acquire, hold, conveyor

otherwise

dispose

3. Employ
such
persons and contract for
as may be necessary to carry out its duties under
4.

of
such
this

Sue and be sued as a legal entity in any court of
signatory state, and in any court of the united
jurisdiction of such action;

14
ORIGINAI.. SENATE
FILE NO. 182
ENROLLED ACT NO. -1!, SENATE
FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

5. · Cooperate with state and federal agencies in utters relating to water pollution of interstate significance;
6.
Perform all functions required of it by this
compact and do all things necessary, proper or convenient in ~
performance of its duties hereunder, independently or in coo~
ation with others, including state and federal agencies.

D.

The commission shall:

1. Enforce this compact and its orders made hueunder by suit or other appropriate action;

e.

2. Compile a report covering the work of the
sion and expenditures during the curr~nt biennium, and an
mate of expenditures for the following biennium and transmit
to the president of the united States and to the governor.
the signatory states on or before July 1 following each
nium.

~

ARTICLE IV
Rights to direct flow water shall be administered in
signatory state under state law, with the following limita1~a••
A. When there is a water emergency, as hereinafter
for each division, water shall be distributed therein as
vided below.
1.

Upper division

a. When the divertible flow as defined
for the upper division is less than 1,250 second-feet, a
emergency shall be deemed to exist therein and such di
flow is allocated for diversion in the river sections of
division as follows:
percent,

Upper

Utah

section

diversion.

!.
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ENROLLED ACT NO.

~,

SENATE

FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

Upper Wyoming section diversions - 49.3
Lower Utah section
Lower

diversions

40.5

Wyoming section diversions

Such divertible flow shall be
five items:
Utah

the

- 9.6

total

of

(1)

Upper

diversions

in

(2 )

Upper Wyoming section diversions

in

(3)

Lower

diversions

in

(4)

Lower Wyoming section diversions

in

(5)

The

Utah

flow

section

section

in

second-feet

passing

b. The Hilliard East Fork Canal, Lannon Canal,
Mountain Ditch, and Hilliard West Side Canal, which divert
irrigate lands in Wyoming, shall be supplied
flow allocated to the Upper Wyoming section
c. The Chapman, Bear River, and Francis Lee
which divert water from the main stern of Bear River in
to irrigate lands in both Wyoming and Utah, shall be
ed from the divertible flow allocated to the Upper Wyoming
~on diversions.

16
ORIGINAL SENATE
FILE NO. 182
ENROLLED ACT NO. -1!., SENATE
FORTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

d. The Beckwith Quinn West Side Canal, which
diverts water from the main stern of Bear River in Utah~
irrigate lands in both Utah and Wyoming, shall be supplied fr~
the divertible flow allocated to the Lower Utah section ~V~·
sions.
e. I f for any reason the aggregate of all
diversions in a river section of the upper division does ~
equal the allocation of water thereto, the unused portion 0
such allocation shall be available for use in the other ri~
sections in the upper division in the following order: (1) b
the other river section of the same state in which the unuse4
allocation occurs; and (2) In the river sections of the
state. No permanent right of use shall be established by tbe..
distribution of water pursuant to this paragraph e.
shall
law.

be

f. Water allocated to the several seC'~Q.~.
distributed in each section in accordance with stl
2.

Central division

a. When either the divertible flow as
after defined for the central division is less than
second-feet, or the flow of the Bear River at Border
station is less than 350 second-feet, whichever
occur, a water emergency shall be deemed to exist in the
division and the total of all diversions in Wyoming from
Creek, Pine Creek, Bruner Creek and Pine Creek Springs,
Creek, Sublette Creek, smiths Fork, and all the tributar
Smiths Fork above the mouth of Hobble Creek including
Creek, and from the main stern of the Bear River between
Dam and the point where the river crosses the
state line near Border shall be limited for the bene t of
state of Idaho, to not exceeding forty-three (43) percent of
divertible flow. The remaining fifty-seven (57) percent of
divertible flow shall be available for use in Idaho in the
tral division, but if .any portion of such allocation is not

17

ENROLLED ACT NO . ....!!, SENATE
roRTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WYOMING
1979 SESSION

be

available

for use in Idaho in the lower

~ divertible flow for the central division shall be the
Df the following three items:

(1)

Diversions in second-feet in wyoming consisting
of all diversions ·from Grade Creek, Pine Creek,
Creek and Pine Creek springs, Spring Creek, Sublette
and Smiths Fork and all the tributaries of Smiths Fork
the mouth of Hobble Creek including Hobble Creek; and the
Item of the Bear RiVer between Pixley Dam and the point
the river crosses the wyominq-I.daho state line near
Wyoming.
lum

(2) Diversions in
lain stern from the
Idaho state line near
Canal which diverts

second-feet in Idaho from the Bear
point where the river crosses the
Border to Stewart Daill including
at stewart Dam.

Flow in second-feet of the Rainbow Inlet Canal
RiVer passing downstream from stewart Dam.
b. The Cook Canal, which diverts water from
of the Bear River in Wyoming to irriqate lands in
and Idaho; shall be considered a wyoming diversion
be supplied from the divertible flow allocated to

.un Item

c. Water allocated to each state shall be disaccordance with state law.
3.

Lower division

a. When the flow
of
water
across
the
boundary line is insufficient to satisfy water rights
covering water applied to beneficial use prior to JartU976, any water user in utah may file a petition with the
alleging that by reason of diversions in Idaho he is

S.Rept. 96-526 --- 3
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:Ol{IGlNAL .~A:TE
Fl:I'..E J'NO. ill
~NROUUED
~RTY--'F1n":m

ACT NO •

....!!'

:g:gNA~E

UGISLNI'URE OF 1XHE STA"TE :OF WYOttING
)19'19 SESsII~N

being ae~iv~a of water to whiah 'he is justly entitled,
by li:ea'S.6h :tihe"l:'.eof, -a water ~tneJtq"enoy lmis:t;s, and re:Q\ft~.1
caiS1:wi"bub-iron ,0.£ wa"t.er lUhder tthe cai~dtJi~ 1:>f"tthe
I:lthe (c-ommr$sd;;on ff-inds a 'Wa'ter -etltel!'germy ex-ists, it
~fe'"dt ~a't{er iiel.i:ve~ ~u~s Das-ed Qjn .pr,iority of
IPItePa:retl ~hY "'the q:mmmil;;1:;N5h 'wi.ttlmttt ~Ytl t't!.o tthe bounl:lsX'!j
~ call 6r any 1P'CO:.t o'f "tlhe divisWh, 1ilfd during such 8IM~""1I
\water ~hiiU.l lbee c1i:e1J.ii\teretl drn -a~~ wi tlh such
-Itthe !'S'lta1te ~ial Q:~ ~,tth i:tthe cadm±nis.tn:"ati~n bf
~.

~ CC!l)'

~~-n ~al1l ~-a~-e

-aW:!h"O'"t"J.:ty uIWn its 'lMl
<cmy Cdr all river
-b'a~ tup:oh )j.t~s
.d~ina'tl:ilm '-'ttha-t ~e i'a-r'e ;:(liversoionl
'V:irola:te tUh<i:s rmrn:1}:?c{ot <ana whijru-h IfOlf~h .upun ~ater rilfllts
..i.l:'ower ssta'te, ( ~j ) tto 'make ;ap.p~r:i!:a'te rorders to '~~IU\'
~~~ts, ::aIfd '(:8) 1:tb ~nlf'..()'rce ·su-ch o~rs'by
aotil)n
..sta'te ~nd.~a:ti\F'-e ~it:t:lia1J.s r!by 'l!our-t tprb-e'eetii11qs.
B.

«lL) ~o ~~ ca ''\4a~ ~gexm.y lith

c. 'Wh'eh -::tthe flro~ dfW~r in an ..i1ite't'stll"te
caoltOSS -e ~ 'bbUlldary JJ..;irne i'S Jj[nsuif!fji;ct±'e-nt ~o
~ Q)n ss.tnlh ~"b~ .;lm ca !l'6wer rs~e, any'
iiii-ll.e ca IP'e~i~.on ~tt±h rube
i~:imn alJJ:-~±ng ''tthat by
<Qi~~ J;i.-n can 1U~~.e'aln ~a:te l11e is ll:f:ei'"tlg' ,deprived
~h:imh the
.Ji~::Jj.U'StIl:ty ~:i:"t;r-ed iIDld :tth-at. by rellson ..... _.~~.I~
~r1-eq ~;b*S" illl1tl ~e1;Itfe~ <tti~bUt.i;:on cf ~at8r
di~bibn Qtf ttihe ctm· :i::s:sli4:m. lrf
1l11e ~-utl\mi"Ss@n :tJ.1ICl8
~a~ ~-oy ~~ cardi tihat i~'t.ate cmltr~l lSi
ESuuh .tttl.irbUlM:y .1.% llf~S'S'aliY' , -i:t ~',J.l )jut i~
Qle:J;i~y ~Jfes lbasE!ti con priori'ey
of ri.qlits
~t:tilro.Ut lr~ 'tro ~e ~ >troUtfdary line. IXhe
state
--in r.d~ C().f 'wci'te'r diiStvibU'ticlll 'On ,in'terstate 'tt~~"
fQp-poi-nt <and tJi.-x 1:t!he rCmllP'el1'Scim.:on fand ~xpeIftfeS' of
~-:s:sd.bl'l'eL .tf'or ~h ::tt-i~u'tlit'y. .ll'he l>rbPbr~i':on
~n 'COla ~xp-enses "to !lie Jpa~d -by "eGh ·state shall be
.tbq 1:ttlf:e ~o b'e~weEfn 1i1'fe . ~r :iff r:a:ores'tlh'et"e:Jin
..i:rri~ 'by ..QIi~~±:Ons ffr.otn ~ ~t'irbutary I iUCl
J'll.\mlb'er co'! ~:s Jirrtirga"ted ~ "SUtth .ttsJtbutary.

.
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In
~~lloln,

prepar~ng inters~ate water
delivery s~hedules
up~n
notice and after public hearings, shall

the
make

of fact as to the natu~e, priority and extent of ~ter
rates of flow, duty of water, irrigated acreages, types
, time of use, ~nd related 'matters; provided that such
shall recognize and inc~rp~rate therein priority ~f
rights as adjudicated in each of the signatory states.
tindings of fact shall, in any court or before any tribu, ~nstitute prima facie evidence of the facts found.
Water emerqencies provided fbr h~rein shall
30 of each year unless terminated
by the commission.

~p~~ler

terminate
sooner ~r

AR"1'rcr.E V

A.

Water rights in the lower divisi~n Q~quired under ~e
of Idaho and ·Utah cO\Tering wa'ter a--pplied to beneficial use
to January 1, 1976, are hereby rec~qni~ed and shall be
stered in ac~ortiance with state law ba~ed on priority of
as provided ~n Article IV, para~raph A.3. Rights to water
applied to b~neficial use on ~r after January 1, 1~76,
be satisfied from the respective allo~ationsmade to Iaaho
in this para~raph and the ~ter al~ocated to each state
administered in ac~ordance with state law. Subject to
provioions, the remaining wat~r in the lo~er divi·... U._ ... ~l ....... U." -grdund water tii1Jutary 'to
the B'e-ar River, is
apportioned f~r Use in Idaho and Utah as f~llows:

Idaho shall h-ave the first ri-ght to the .use ~f
water resulting in an annual depleti~n ~f not
than 125,000 a~e-feet;
(1)

~aining

(2) Utah shall haVe the se<=ond
r.baining water resulting in ~n annual
than 275, 000 acre-f'e-et;

ri~ht to the use of
depl~tion
~f
not

(3) Idaho ahd Utah shall each have =an atitti'ti~nal
to deplete annUally ·on -an e-qual ba~is, 75,000 ac~-feet of
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the remaining water after the rights provided
(1), and (2) above have been satisfied;

by

subparagraphJ

(4) Any remaining water in the lower division after
the allocations provided for in subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3)
above have been satisfied shall be divided; thirty (30) percent
to Idaho and seventy (70) percent to utah.
B. Water allocated under the above subparagraphs shall
charged against the state in which it is used regardless of
location of the point of diversion.

~

~

C. Water depletions
permitted
under
provision' 0
subparagraphS (1), (2), and (3), and (4) above, shall be calcu
lated and administered by a commission-approved procedure.
ARTICLE VI
A. Existing storage rights in reservoirs constructed
Stewart Dam prior to February 4, 1955 are as follows:
Idaho ..........•.•.................. 324
utah ............................. 11,850
wyoming •.......................... 2,150
Additional rights are hereby granted to store in any water
above Stewart Dam, 35,500 acre-feet of Bear River water
more under this paragraph for use in Utah and Wyoming; and
store in any water year in Idaho or Wyoming on Thomas Fork 1
acre-feet of water for use in Idaho. Such additional I
rights shall be subordinate to, and shall not be
the effect thereof will be to impair or interfere wi
existing direct flow rights for consumptive use in any
division and (2) existing storage rights above stewart 011
Shall not be subordinate to any right to store water in
Lake or elsewhere below stewart Dam. One-half of the 35,
acre-feet of additional storage right above Stewart Oil
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to Utah and Wyoming is hereby allocated to Utah, and the
one-half thereof is allocated to Wyoming.
8. In addition to the rights defined in paragraph A. of
article, further storage entitlements above Stewart Dam are
granted. Wyoming and Utah are granted an additional right
in any year 70,000 acre-feet of Bear River water for
Utah and Wyoming to be divided equally; and Idaho is
an additional right to store 4,500 acre-feet of Bear
ter in Wyoming or Idaho for use in Idaho. Water rights
under this paragraph and water appropriated, including
water tributary to Bear River, which is applied to beneuse on or after January 1, 1976, shall not result in anincrease in depletion of the flow of the Bear River and
taries above stewart Dam of more than 28,000 acre-feet
s of the depletion as of January 1, 1976. Thirteen thou13,000) acre-feet of the additional depletion above
Dam is allocated to each of Utah and Wyoming, and . two
(2,000) acre-feet is allocated to Idaho.
The additional storage rights provided for in this parashall be subordinate to, and shall not be exercised when
effect thereof will be to impair or interfere with (1)
i.ting direct flow rights for consumptive use in any river
tivi.ion and (2) existing storage rights above Stewart Dam, but
not be subordinate to any right to store water in Bear
~I
or elsewhere below Stewart Dam; provided, however, there
.hall be no diversion of water to storage above Stewart Dam
under this paragraph B. when the water surface elevation of Bear
~e
is below 5,911.00 feet, Utah Power & Light Company datum
(the equivalent of elevation 5,913.75 feet based on the sea
llvel .datum of 1929 through the Pacific Northwest Supplementary
Adjustment of 1947). Water depletions permitted under this para;raph B.
shall be
calculated
and
administered
by
a
commission-approved procedure.
C. In addition to the rights defined in article VI, paragraphs A. and B., Idaho, Utah and Wyoming are granted the right
~ store and use water above Stewart Dam that otherwise would be
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bypassed or released from Bear Lake at times when all o~
direct flow and storage rights are satisfied. The availabili:
of such water and the operation of reservoir space to s~
water above Bear Lake unQer this paragraph shall be dete~
by a commiasion-approved procedure. The storage provided for
this paragraph shall be subordinate to all other stora~
di~ect flow rights in the Bear River. Storage rights under
paragraph shall be exercised with equal priority on the .U.UM..l.
ing basis: six (6) percent thereQf to Idaho; forty-seven (
percent thereof to Utahi and forty-seven (47) perce~t thereof
Wyoming.
D. The waters of Bear Lake below elevation 5,912.9l
utah Power & Light Company Bear Lake datum (the equi
elevation 5915.66 feet based on the sea level datum 0
through the Pacific Northwest Supplementary Adjustment of
shall constitute a reserve for irrigation. The water of
reserve shall not be released solely for the generatUm
power, except in emergency, but after release for irriga~
may be used in generating power if not inconsistent with ita
for irrigation. Any water in Bear Lake in exc~s of that
sti tuting the irrigation reserve may be used for the geJluUlII
of power or for other beneficial uses. As new reservo
above the Stewart Dam is constructed to provide additi
age pursuant to paragraph A. of this arti~le~ the c~~"
shall make a finding in writing as to the quantity of
stQrage and shall thereupon make an order increasing tba
gation reserve in accordance with the following table:
AdQitional stora~e
acre-feet
5,000
10,000
15,QOO
20,000
25,000
30,QOO
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35,500 •••..••••••• ' .' ' .' ••••••••••.••.• 5,914._69
36,500- ••••.•••••••••••••••.••.••..••. 5,9-]':4.".7Q

.... Subject to exis.ting rights, each sta-tEt shall ha;re thewAter, including ground wa~~r, fo~ ordinar~ dome~tLc, and
WA-t8J::ing PtU'P'OS;es, as d~teJ:!tline_d by s~a~e.:. law. and shall
right to. impound wa;Qe..r for such purp'Os-es- in rea-Et1:Yoi~
capatities not in excess, in any c-a se"1' of 20
, without deduction from thEt allocation made by paraA., B. and C. of this article.
rights in Bear
only to the

Lak~ arEt hereby r~ognized
restriction~ here~~fore

ARTiCLE VII

It is the policy of the signatory states to

encour~ge addiprojects for the development of the wa~er r_escu:r;:-c~ of
River to obtain the ma~imum beneficial use of wat~r
minimum of wa~t~, and in furtherance of such policy,
is granted within the l~itations provid~d by thi~
to investiga-te, plan, construct, and opera-te::- sucn
without regard to state bound~es, provideq th~t wate..r
each such project shall, ex~t a~ provided in artiparagraphs A. and B. ther.e.:.o.'{' be subjec.t tQ rights
~~E~I:e initiated and in good standin~.

ARTICLE VIII

No stat~ shall deny the right of the uni te.Q S~ate.P of
and subject to the conditions hereinafter contained, . no
shall deny the right of. another signa~QkY st~~ any
or entity of another signatory sta~; to acquire rights
use of wateJ:. or to. constl;:t\ct or to participa.~-e: in the
_ .trtlct:ion and use of diversion wons- and storage.>r~oir,g
works, canals, and.. c.ondui Us in one.. sta.te· feu:
in ano-Qhe.t:. sta.t.e::, either dire.:.ct:-Iy or by exGllange.
acquiJ:ed fo.r out-of-snate US-l:t shall be app.t:.opri~ttest
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in the state where the point of diversion is located in tht
ner provided by law for appropriation of water for use
such state.
B. Any signatory state, any person or any entity of
signatory state, shall have the right to acquire in any
signatory state such property rights as are necessary to
of water in conformity with this compact by donation,
or, as hereinafter provided through the exercise of the
eminent domain in accordance with the law of the state
such property is located. Any signatory state, upon the
request of the governor of any other signatory state
benefit of whose water users property is to be acquired
state to which such written request is made, shall
expeditiously to acquire the desired property either by
at a price acceptable to the requesting governor, or
purchase cannot be made, then through the exercise of
of eminent domain and shall convey such property to the
ing state or to the person, or entity designated by it.
provided, that all costs of acquisition and expense.
kind and nature whatsoever incurred in obtaining such
shall be paid by the requesting state or the person or
designated by its governor.
C.
Should any facility be constructed in a signator,r
by and for the benefit of another signatory state or
entities therein, as above provided, the construction,
replacement, maintenance and operation of such facility
subject to the laws of the state in which the facility i.
ed.

D. In the event lands or other taxable facili
aoquired by a signatory state in another signatory state
~se and benefit of the former,
the users of the
available by such facilities, · as a condition prelcec!u~
use thereof, shall pay to the political subdivisiona
state in which such facilities are located, each and
during which such rigbts are enjoyed for such purpose.,
money equivalent to the average of the amount of tax••
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and assessed against the land and improvements thereon
the ten years preqeding the acquisition of such land.
payments shall be in full reimbursement for the loss of
in such political subdivision of the state.
I. Rights to the use of water acquired under this
in all respects be subject to this compact.

article

ARTICLE IX

Stored water, or water from another watershed may be turned
the channel of the Bear River in one state and a like quanwith allowance for loss by evaporation, transpiration, and
, may be taken out of the Bear River in another state
above or below the point where the water is turned into
channel, but in making such exchange the replacement water
not be inferior in quality for the purpose used or diminin quantity. Exchanges shall not be permitted if the
thereof is to impair vested rights or to cause damage for
compensation is paid. Water from another watershed or
which enters the Bear River by actions within a state may
aimed exclusively by that state and use thereof by that
shall not be subjeGt to the depletion limitations of artiIV, V and VI. Proof of any claimed increase in flow shall
burden of the state making such Claim, and it shall be
....mlr~rea only by the unanimous vote of the commission.
ARTICLE X
The followinq rights to the use of Bear River water
in interstate canals are recognized and confirmed .
canal

tilliard East

Date of Primary riqht
priority second-feet

Fo~k.

S.Rept. 96-526 ---

~

1914

28.00

Lands

irrigated

Acres

State

2,644

Wyoming
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'Name of -canal

Date of Primary right
p.ri"brity s~Cbnd- fe~t

Chapman ............ 8-13-86

~6 : 46

8"'13-86
4-12-12
5-3--12
5-21-12
2-6-13
8-28-05

98.46
.57
4.1>7
10.17
.79
134.00
2.20
7.41

F~ancis

Lee ........

~879

1879

*

Lands

irriqated

Aores

State

1,155
6,892
40
a85
712
55

Wyoming
Utah
Wyollling

154
519

wyoming
utah

utah

utah
wyoming

-----------------~----------------------------------,--.---,----~
*Untler the right as h~~ein confirmed not to exceed
second-feet may be carried a~r6Ss the Wyoming-utah ~tate
the Chapman Canal -at anytime for filling the Nepon~et
v~r, for i~rigati~n of lQnd in Utah and for other
stoxaqe~ight in Neponset Reservoir ~s for 6,900 acre-feet
is a c~mponent part of the ~rrigation right for the Utah
listed -ab-ove.
All 6th~r rights to the Use ~f \o1Clt;er ·carried in
.canals 'and 1ii.tches, 'as adjadiC"ated ~n the state in which
p:l:>J.'-nt -.bf dive:r-si~n is located, are recOYhized -and confirmed.
B. .c All ':n'te-rstate .ri:qlfts Shall be a1:i%nini-stered
s't:ta:te in W'hich .the pbint of -<iiversion is located and
""Ulnes "bf ~r .em-e~qency, sU'Ch rights .shall be filled ~
a:J.J..o.1:!ati::~ms ~acifi':ed in -:ar.:ticle rIV her~f for
the seotion
whi-:ch :the p.oint bf :tit-version is lO1:fated, W'i th the exception
the ..d:t,\te~n .of water into the Hilli.ard Ea-st Fork Canal,
canal, Lone Mountain Dictch, and Hilliard We1;t Side Canal
be umier"'.the 'al:3ministr·<fti.cm :t>f wyolning. DUring times of
emer:g.ency .these .canals -and the Lone Mountain Ditch ::Shall
~i:ed -Dr-Om the .allocation -sp.e-ci"f'ied in article IV f'Or the
wyoming =se-etl-i~n div.e:Ls;Lons.
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ARTICLE XI
' ~~•• ~4tions

for appro~riation, for change of point of
, place and nature of use, and for exchange of Bear
water shall be considered and aoted upon in accordance
the law of the state in which the point of diversion is
, but no such application shall be approved if the effect
will be to deprive any wat-er us-er in ahother state of
which he is entitled, nor shall any such application be
if the eff'ect thereof will be an increase in the deplethe flow of the Bear River and its tributari-es beyond
ts authorized in each state in articles IV, V and VI of
act. The o£ficial of each state in charge of water
tration shall, at intervals ~d in the format established
report on the status of use of the respective
~TICLE

XII

NOthing in this compact shall be construed to prevent the
States, a signatory state or political subdivision
, person, corporation, or association, from instituting
any action or proceeding, legal or equitable, for
protection of any right under state or federal law or under
compact.
ARTICLE XI II
Nothing contained in this compact shall be deemed:
1. To a£fect the obligations of the United states of
the Indian tribes;
2. To impair, extend or otherwise affect any right
of the united states, its agencies or instrumentalities
herein; nor the capacity ~f the united states to hold
additional rights to the use of the water of the Bear
3. To sUbject any property or rights of the united
to the laws of the states which were hot subject thereto
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prior to the · date of this compact;
4. To subject any property of the United states to
taxation by the states o~ any subdivision thereof, nor to obli
gate the United States to pay any state or subdivision thereof
for loss of taxes.
ARTICLE XIV
At intervals not exceeding twenty years, the commiaaioa
shall review the provisions hereof, and after notice and publio
hearing, may propose amendments to any such provision, provided,
however, that the provisions contained herein shall remain 1D
full force and effect until such proposed amendments have ~
ratified by the legislatures of the signatory states and con
sented to by congress. .
ARTICLE XV
This compact may be terminated at any time by the unanimOIll
agreement of the signatory states. In the event of such tendna
tion all rights established under it shall continue unimpaired
ARTICLE XVI
Should a court of competent jurisdiction hold any part of
this compact to be contrary to the constitution of any signatoIJ
state or to the constitution of the United States, all o~
severable prov1s10ns of this compact shall continue in ~
force and effect.
ARTICLE XVII
This compact Shall be in effeGt when it shall have
ratified by the legislature of each signatory state and
sented to by the congress of the United States of
Notice of ratification by the legislature of the 8i
states shall be given by the governor of each signatory
the governor of each of the other signatory states and
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lident of the united States of America, and the president is
eby requested to give notice to the governor of each of the
lignltory states of approval by the congress of the United
ltates of America.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the commissioners

and

their

advisers

'-VI executed this compact in five originals, one of which shall

.. deposited with the general services administration of the
lUted States of America, one of which shall be forwarded to the
,"Imor of each of the signatory states, and one of which shall
.. made a part of the permanent records of the Bear River
a.mission.
Done

at

Salt

Lake

City, Utah, this 22nd day of December

978. For the State of Idaho:

ror the State of Idaho:
Clifford J. Skinner
J. Daniel Roberts
Don W. Gilbert

/s/ Clifford J. Skinner
/s/ J. Daniel Roberts
/s/ Don W. Gilbert

For the State of Utah:
S. Paul Holmgren
Simeon Weston
Daniel F. Lawrence

/s/ S. Paul Holmgren
/s/ Simeon Weston
/s/ Daniel F. Lawrence

or the State of Wyoming:
George L. Christopulos
John A. Teichert
J. W. Myers

Approve~:

/1/ Wallace N. Jibson
Wallace N. Jibson
Representative of the
United States of America

/s/ George L. Christopulos
/s/ John A. Teichert
/s/ J. W. Myers
Attest:
/s/ Daniel F. Lawrence
Daniel F. Lawrence
Secretary of the Bear River
Compact Commission
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section 2. This act is effective immediately upon
tion of all acts necessary for a bill to become law as
by Article 4, section 8 of the wyoming constitQtion . .
(END)

Pres~dent

of the Senate

Speaker of the House

Governor
TIME APPROVED:
DATE APPROVED:
(OR1GrXfiL SIGNED BY
PRSSIDC'~T A..~m f:2EAKER)

1.:::,__':___7...->.9_ _
_____

D.1i':'lJ: ______

CH_4.PTEP. ];0: --__ I~.l.._~

p~~4M.
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CERTIFICATION
I, PETE T. CENARRUSA, Secretary of State of the State of Idaho
and legal custodian of the Seal of said State and all acts of the

Legislature of the State of Idaho, do hereby certify that the annexed
is a full, true.. and complete copy of SENATE BILL NO. 1162 as received
and filed in this office on the s4th day of April, 1979, at 10: 30 a.l1l q
and that the same appears of record in this

offic~.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I hereunto set
my hand and affix the Great Seal
of the State of IdalD this seventeenth day of September, 1979.

~t0~
Secretary of State
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IN THE
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_ _.JLS_ _BILL NO .

BY__~S~TUA~T~E~ALFLFA~IR~S~C~O~;4~14+1T~T~~~E~1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

RATIFYING AND APPROVING THE INTERSTATE COMPACT RELATING to
THE WATERS OF THE BEAR RIVER ENTERED INTO AT THE CITY or
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, ON THE TWENTY-SECOND DAY
DECEMBER, 1978, BY COMMISSIONERS REPRESENTING THE STI
OF IDAHO, UTAH, AND WYOMING; THE IDAHO COMMISSI
ACTING PURSUMT TO AUTHORITY GRANTED BY ARTICLE XlV
THE RATIFIED BEAR RIVER COMPACT APPEARING AT SEm
42-3402,
IDAHO CODE, SUBJECT, HOWEVER, TO APPROVAL
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE ACTION BY THE STATES OF UTAH
WYOMING AND CONSENT BY APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE
BY THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES; AND DECLARINQ
EMERGENCY.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the state of Idaho I

15
16

SECTION 1. That Section 42-3402, Idaho Code,
the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

42-3402. BEAR RIVER COMPACT RATIFIED. Ratification
approval is hereby given to the Bear River Compact AI
at tbe city of Salt Lake City, in the state of utah

27

e
onere represen
Wyoming and approved by
Representative of the
full as follows:

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

37

M~T

or

be,

ie~F~ft-aay-ei-FeBF~aFyT-i965T--By--FFea--M~--eee~e~~

ba~F~ageR--aRa-MaFk-R~--K~~~T

1978

Clifford J. Skinner

AMENDED BEAR RIVER COMPACT
The state of Idaho, the state of Utah, and the
wyoming, acting through their respective commis
negotiations participated in by a representative
United states of America appointed by the President,
agreed to a an amended Bear River Compact as follows,
ARTICLE I

33
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A. The major purposes of this compact are to remove the
causes
of
present
and
future controversy over the
distribution and use of the waters of the Bear River; to
provide for efficient use of water for multiple purposes; to
permit additional development of the water resources of Bear
River; aRa to promote interstate comity; and to accomplish
an equitable apportionment of the waters of the Bear R~
among the compacting states.
B. The physical - and all other conditions peculiar to
the Bear River constitute the basis for this compact. No
general principle or precedent with respect to any other
interstate stream is intended to be established.
ARTICLE II
As used in this compact the term
1. "Bear River" means the
Bear
River
and
its
tributaries from its source in the Uinta Mountains to its
mouth in Great Salt Lake;
2. "Bear Lake" means Bear Lake and Mud Lake.
3. "Upper Division" means the portion of Bear River
from its source in the uinta Mountains to and including
Pixley Dam, a diversion dam in the Southeast Quarter of
Section 25, Township 23 North, Range 120 West, Sixth
Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
4. "Central Division" means the portion of the Bear
River from Pixley Dam to and including Stewart Dam, a
diversion dam in section 34, Township 13 South, Range 44
East, Boise Base and Meridian, Idaho;
5. "Lower Division" means the portion qf the Bear River
between Stewart Dam and Great Salt Lake, including Bear Lake
and its tributary drainage;
6. "Upper Utah Section Diversions" means the sum of all
diversions in second-feet from the Bear River and the
tributaries of the Bear River joining the Bear River
upstream from the point where the Bear River crosses the
Utah-Wyoming State line above Evanston, Wyoming; excluding
the diversions by the Hilliard East Fork Canal, Lannon
Canal', Lone Mountain Ditch, and Hilliard West Side Canal;
7. "Upper Wyoming Section Diversions" means the sum of
all diversions in second-feet from the Bear River main stem
from the point where the Bear River crosses the Utah-Wyoming
State line above Evanston, Wyoming, to the point where the
Bear River crosses the Wyoming-Utah State line east of
Woodruff, Utah, and inclUding the diversions by the Hilliard
East Fork Canal, Lannon Canal, Lone Mountain Ditch, and
Hilliard West Side Canal;
8. "Lower Utah section Diversions" means the sum of all
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diversions in second-feet from the Bear River main stem fr~
the point where the Bear River crosses the Wyoming-Ute
state line east of Woodruff, Utah, to the point where ~
Bear River crosses the Utah-Wyoming State line northeast~
Randolph, Utah;
9. "Lower Wyoming section Diversions" means the sum of
all diversions in second-feet from the Bear River main sa.
from the ,point where the Bear River crosses the Utah-Wyo~
state line northeast of Randolph to and including till
diversion at Pixley Dam;
10. "Commission"
means the Bear River Commissiaa:,
organized pursuant to Article III of this compact;
11. "Water user" means a person, corporation, or
entity having a right to divert water from the Bear
for beneficial use;
12. "Second-foot" means a flow of one cubic
water per second of time passing a given point;
13. "Acre-foot" means the quantity of water required
cover one acre to a depth of one foot, equivalent to 43,
cubic feet;
14. "Biennium" means the 2-year period
J~±y--~
October 1 of the first odd numbered
effective date of this compact and each
thereafter;
15. "Water year" means the period beginning
and ending September 30 of the following year;
16. "Direct flow" means all water flowing in a
watercourse except water released from storage or
from a source other than the Bear River watershed;
17. "Border Gaging station tl means the stream
gaging station in Idaho on the Bear River above Thomas
near the Wyoming-Idaho boundary line in the
Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of section 15, T~ms:~
South, Range 46 East, Boise Base and Meridian, Idaho;
18. "smiths Fork" means a Bear River tributary
rises ' in Lincoln County, Wyoming and flows in a
southwesterly direction to its confluence with Bear
near Cokeville, Wyoming;
19. IIGrade Creek"
rises in Lincoln County, Wyoming and flows 1n a
direction and in its natural channel is tributary to
Fork in section 17, Township 25 North, Range 118 West,
Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
20. "Pine Creek" means a Smiths Fork
rises in Lincoln County, Wyoming, emerging from its
canyon in Section 34, Township 25 North, Range
Sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming, and in its
channel is tributary to Smiths Fork in section 36,
25 North, Range 119 West, sixth Principal Meridian,
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21. "Bruner Creek II and "Pine Creek Springs" . means
smiths Fork tributaries which rise in Lincoln County,
Wyoming, in Sections 31 and 32, Township 25 North, Range 118
West, sixth Principal Meridian,
and in their
natural
channels are tributary to Smiths Fork in section 36,
Township 25 North, Range 119 West, sixth Principal Meridian,
Wyoming;
22. "Spring Creek" means a Smiths Fork tributary which
rises in Lincoln County, Wyoming, in sections 1 and 2,
Township 24 North, Range 119 West, sixth Principal Meridian,
Wyoming, and flows in a general westerly direction to its
confluence with Smiths Fork in Section 4, Township 24 North,
Range 119 West, Sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
23. "Sublette Creek" means the Bear River tributary
which rises in Lincoln County, Wyoming and flows in a
general westerly direction to its confluence with Bear River
in section 20, Township 24 North, Range 119 West, sixth
Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
24. "Hobble Creek" means the Smiths Fork tributary
which rises in Lincoln County, Wyoming and flows in a
general southwestly direction to its confluence with Smiths
Fork in Section 35, Township 28 North, Range 118 West, sixth
Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
25. "Hilliard East Fork Canal" means that irrigation
canal which diverts water from the right bank of the East
Fork of Bear River in Summit County, Utah, at a point West
1,310 feet and North 330 feet from the Southeast corner of
Section 16, Township 2 North, Range 10 East, Salt Lake Base
and Meridian, Utah,
and runs in a northerly direction
crossing the Utah-Wyoming State line into the Southwest
Quarter of section 21, Township 12 North, Range 119 West,
Sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
26. "Lannon Canal II means that irrigation canal which
diverts water from the right bank of the Bear River in
Summit County, Utah, East 1,480 feet from the West Quarter
corner of Section 19, Township 3 North, Range 10 East, Salt
Lake Base and Meridian, Utah, and runs in a northerly
direction crossing the Utah-Wyoming State line into the
South Half of section 20, Township 12 North, Range 119 West,
Sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
27.
"Lone Mountain Ditch" means that irrigation canal
which diverts water from the right bank of ~he Bear River in
Summit County, Utah, North 1,535 feet and East 1,120 feet
from the West Quarter corner of Section 19, Township 3
North, Range 10 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, Utah, and
runs in a northerly direction crossing the Utah-Wyoming
State line into the South Half of Section 20, Township 12
North, Range 119 West, sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
28. "H,illiard West Side Canal" means that irrigation
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canal which diverts water from the right bank of the Beu
River in summit County, Utah, at a point North 2,190 feet
and East 1,450 feet from the South Quarter corner of section
13, Township 3 North, Range 9 East, salt Lake Base ~
Meridian, Utah, and runs in a northerly direction crossi~
the Utah-Wyoming state line into the South Half of Sectia
20, Township 12 North, Range 119 West, Sixth Princip~
Meridian, Wyoming;
.
29. "Francis Lee Canal" means that irrigation caD~
which diverts water from the left bank of the Bear ' River q
Uinta County, Wyoming, in the Northeast Quarter of Sectiaa
30, Township 18 North, Range 120 West, Sixth Princip~
Meridian, Wyoming, and runs in a westerly direction acro.
the Wyoming-Utah State line into section 16, Township t
North, Range 8 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, Utah;
30. "Chapman Canal" means that irrigation canal whi
diverts water from the left bank of the Bear River in Uin
County, Wyoming, in the Northeast Quarter of section
Township 16 North, Range 121 West, sixth Principal Meri
Wyoming, and runs in a northerly direction crossing over
low divide into the Saleratus drainage basin near
• Southeast corner of section 36, Township 17 North, Range
West, sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming and then
general westerly direction crossing the Wyoming-Utah
line;
31. "Neponset Reservoir" means that reservoir
principally in Sections 34 and 35, Township 8 North,
East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, Utah, having a
of 6,900 acre-feet.
ARTICLE III
A. There is hereby created an interstate
agency to be known as the "Bear River Commission"
hereby constituted a legal entity and in such
exercise the powers hereinafter specified. The
shall be composed of nine commissioners, three commi
representing each signatory state, and if appointed
President, one additional commissioner repres
United States of America who shall serve as
without vote. Each commissioner, except the chai
have one vote. The state commissioners shall be sel
accordance with state law. six commissioners
include two commissioners from each state shall consti
quorum. The vote of at least two thirds of the commi
when a quorum is present shall be necessary for the
of the commission.
B. The compensation and
and each adviser shall be paid
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represents. All expenses incurred by the commission in the
administration of this compact, except those paid by the
United states of America,
shall be paid by the signatory
states on an equal basis.
C. The commission shall have power to:
1. Adopt
by-laws,
rules,
and
regulations
not
inconsistent with this compact;
2. Acquire,
hold, conveyor otherwise dispose of
property;
3. Employ such persons and contract for such services
as may be necessary to carry out its duties under this
compact;
4. Sue and be sued as a legal entity in any court of
record of a signatory state, and in any court of the
United States having jurisdiction of such action;
5. Cooperate with state and federal agencies in matters
relating to water pollution of interstate significance;
6. Perform all functions required of it by this compact
and do all things necessary, proper or convenient in the
performance of its duties hereunder, independently or in
cooperation with others,
including state and federal
agencies.
D. The commission shall:
1. Enforce this compact and its orders made hereunder
by suit or other appropriate action;
2. ARR~a±±y--eem~~±e--a-re~er~-eever~R~-~fie-werk-ef-~fie
eemm~BB~eR--fer--~fie--wa~er--year--eRa~R~--~fie--~rev~e~B
6e~~emBer--3e--aRa--~raRBm~~--~~-~e-~fie-PreB~aeR~-ef-~fie
YR~~ea-6~a~eB-aRa-~e--~fie--~everRerB--ef--~fie--ei~a~ery
8~a~ee-eR-er-Befere-A~r~±-~-e{-eaefi-year~

Compile a report covering the work of the commission and
expenditures
during
the current biennium,
and an
est~mate of expenditures for the following biennium
and
transmit ~t to the President of the Unlted States and to
the governors of the signatory states on or before July
1 following each biennium.
3T--Pre~are--aRa--~raR9m~~--~e--~fie--~everRer9--e{---~fie

8~~a~ery--9~a~e97--aRa--~e--~fie-PreB~aeR~-e{-~fie-YR~~ea
6~a~e9-eR-er-Be{ere-a--aa~e--~e--Be--ae~erm~Rea--BY--~fie
eemm~eB~eR,--a-re~er~-e{-eR~eRa~~~re8-a~r~R~-~fie-e~rreR~
B~eRR~~m,--aRa--aR--e9~~ma~e--e{--re~~remeR~B--{er--~fie
fe±±ew~R~-B~eRR~~mT

ARTICLE IV
Rights to direct flow water shall be administered in
each signatory state under state law, with the follqwing
limitations:
A. When there is a water emergency, as hereinafter
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defined for each division, water shall be distribuud
therein as provided below.
Upper Division
1.
a. When the di vertible flow as defined below for
the Upper Division is less than 1,250 second-feet,
a water emergency shall be deemed to exist therea
and such divertible flow is allocated for diversion
in the river sections of the Division as follow.:
Upper Utah section Diversions--0.6 per cent,
Upper Wyoming section Diversions--49.3 per cent,
Lower Utah section Diversions--40.5 per cent,
Lower Wyoming section Diversions--9.6 per cent.
Such divertible flow shall be the total of U.
following five items:
(1) Upper
Utah
section
Diversions
it
second-feet,
(2) Upper
Wyoming
section Diversions 15
second-feet,
(3) Lower
Utah
section
Diversions
second-feet,
(4) Lower
Wyoming
section Diversions
second-feet,
(5) The flow in second-feet passing

Dam.

h. The Hilliard East Fork Canal, Lannon
Lone Mountain Ditch, and Hilliard West Side Cal~U~ ••
which divert water in Utah to irrigate 1
Wyoming, shall be supplied from the divertib
allocated to the Upper Wyoming Section Diver
c. The
Chapman, Bear River, and Francis
Canals, which divert water from the main stem
Bear River in Wyoming to irrigate lands in
Wyoming and Utah, shall be supplied from
divertible flow allocated to the Upper
Section Diversions.
d. The Beckwith Quinn West side Canal,
diverts water from the main stem of Bear
Utah to irrigate lands in both Utah and
shall
be
supplied
from the divertible
allocated to the Lower Utah section Diversions.
e. If for any reason the aggregate
of
diversions in a river section of the Upper Di
does not equal the allocation of water thereto,
unused
portion
of such allocations shall
available for use in the other river sections
the Upper Division in the following order:
(1) In the other river section of the
state in which the unused allocation
and (2) In the river sections of the
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state. No permanent right of use shall be
established
by the distribution of water
pursuant to this paragraph e.
f. Water allocated to the several sections shall
be distributed in each section in accordance with
state law.
2. Central Division
•
a. When either the divertible flow as hereinafter
defined for the Central Division is less than 870
second-feet, or the flow of the Bear River at
Border Gaging Station is less than 350 second-feet,
whichever shall first occur, a water emergency
shall be deemed to exist in the Central Division
and the total of all diversions in Wyoming from
Grade Creek, Pine Creek, Bruner Creek and Pine
Creek Springs, Spring Creek, Sublette Creek, smiths
,
Fork, and all the tributaries of smiths Fork above
U
the mouth of Hobble Creek including Hobble Creek,
•
and from the main stem of the Bear River between
pixley Dam and the point where the river crosses
U
the Wyoming-Idaho state line near border shall be
U
limited for the benefit of the state of Idaho, to
U
not exceeding forty-three (43) per cent of the
M
divertible flow. The remaining fifty-seven (57) per
•
cent of the divertible flow shall be available for
H u s e in Idaho in the Central Division, but if any
21
portion of such allocation is not used therein it
•
shall be available for use in Idaho in the Lower
B
Division.
H
The divertible flow for the Central Division shall be
n
the total of the following three items:
32
(1) Diversions
in second-feet in Wyoming
"
consisting of the sum of all diversions from
H
Grade Creek, Pine Creek, Bruner Creek and Pine
35
Creek Springs, Spring Creek, Sublette Creek,
36
and Smiths Fork and all the tributaries of
37
Smiths Fork above the mouth of Hobble Creek
~
including Hobble Creek, and the main stem of
39
the Bear River between Pixley Dam and the
~
point
where
the
river
crosses
the
U
Wyoming-Idaho state line near Border, Wyoming.
~
(2) Diversions in second-feet in Idaho from
~
the Bear River main stem from the point where
M
the river crosses the Wyoming-Idaho state line
'5
near Border to Stewart Dam including west Fork
~
Canal which diverts at Stewart Dam.
(3) Flow in second-feet of the Rainbow Inlet
~
Canal and of the Bear River passing downstream
49
from Stewart Dam.
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b. The Cook Canal, which diverts water from the
main stem of the Bear River in Wyoming to irrigate
lands in both Wyoming and
Idaho,
shall
be
considered
a
Wyoming di version and shall be
supplied from the divertible flow allocated ~
Wyoming.
c. Water
allocated
to
each state shall be
distributed in accordance with state law.
3. Lower Division
a
Wh'e n the flow of water across the
Idaho-Utah
boundary line is insufficient to satisfy water rights in
utah, covering water applied to beneficial use prior to
January 1, 1976, any water user in utah may file a
petition with the commission alleging that by reason of
diversions in Idaho he is being deprived of water ~
which he is justly entitled, and that by reason thereof,
a water emergency exists, and requesting distribution of
water under the direction of the commission. If ~
commission finds a water emergency exists, it shall put
into effect water delivery schedules based on prioritr
of rights and prepared by the commission without regard
to the boundary line for all or any part of ~
division, and during such emergency, water shall be
delivered in accordance with such schedules by the state
official charged with the administration of publi
waters.
B. The commission shall have authority upon its 0WIl
motion (1) to declare a water emergency in any or all ri
divisions based upon its determination that there
diversions which violate this compact and which encrlo~~
upon water rights in a lower state, (2) to make appro,pr,lAl~
orders to prevent such encroachments, and (3) to
such orders by action before state administrative
or by court proceedings.
C, When the flow of water in an interstate
across a state boundary line is insufficient to
water rights on such tributary in a lower state, any
user may file a petition with the commission alleging
by reason of diversions in an upstream state he is
deprived of water to which he is justly entitled and
reason thereof a water emergency exists, and requles1~
distribution of water under the direction of the commi
If the commission finds that a water emergency exis
that interstate control of water of such tri
necessary, it shall put into effect water delivery
based on priority of rights and prepared without regard
the state boundary line. The state officials in charge
water distribution on interstate tributaries may appoint
fix
the
compensation and expenses of a joint
0;0
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commissioner for each tributary. The proportion of the
compensation and expenses to be paid by each state shall be
determined by the ratio between the number of acres therein
which are irrigated by diversions from such tributary, and
the total number of acres irrigated from such tributary.
D. In preparing interstate water delivery schedules the
commission, upon notice and after public hearings, shall
make findings of fact as to the nature, priority and extent
of water rights, rates of flow,
duty of water,
irrigated
acreages, types of crops, time of use, and related matters;
provided that such schedules shall recognize and incorporate
therein priority of water rights as adjudicated in each of
the signatory states. Such findings of fact shall, in any
court or before any tribunal, constitute prima
facie
evidence of the facts found.
E. Water
emergencies
provided
for
herein shall
terminate on ge~ese~-i5 September 30 of each year unless
terminated sooner or extended by the commission.
ARTICLE V
A. Water rights in the Lower Division acguired under
the laws of Idaho and Utah covering water applied to
beneficial
use pr10r to January 1, 1976, are hereby
recognized and shall be administered in accordance with
state law based on priority of riqhts as provided in article
IV,
paragraph A3.
Rights to water first apolied to
beneficial use on or after January 1, 1976, shall be
satisfied from the respective allocations made to Idaho and
Utah in this paragraph and the water allocated to each state
shall be administered in accordance with state law. Subject
to the foregoing provisions,
the remaining water in the
Lower Division, including ground water tributary to the Bear
R1ver, is hereby apportioned for use in Idaho and Utah as
follows:
(1) Idaho shall have the first right to the use of such
remaining water resulting in an annual depletion of not
more than 125,000 acre-feet.
(2) Utah shall have the second right to the use of such
rema1ning water resulting in an annual depletion of not
more than 275,000 acre-feet.
(3) Idaho and Utah shall each have an additional right
to deplete annually on an equal basis, 75,000 acre-feet
of the remaining water after the rights provided bv
SUbparagraphs (1) and (2) above have been satisf1ed.
(4) Any remain1ng water 1n the Lower Div1s10n after the
allocations provided for in SUbparagraphs (1), (2),
and
(3) above have been satisfied shall be divided; thirty
(30) percent to Idaho and seventy (70) percent to Utah.
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B. Water allocated under the above subparagraphs shall
be charged against the state in which it is used regardless
of the location of the point of diversion.
C. Water
depletions permitted under provisions of
subparagraphs (1) ,
(2)
(3) , and (4) above, shall be
calculated
and
administered
bv a commission-approved
procedure.
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A. Existing storage rights in reservoirs ke~ete!ef'
constructed above stewart Dam prior to February 4, 1955 are
as follows:
Idaho .....................•......... 324 acre-feet
Utah ............................. 11,850 acre-feet
Wyoming ........................... 2,150 acre-feet
Additional rights are hereby granted to store in uJ
water year above stewart Dam, 35,500 acre-feet of Bear Rivu
water and no more under this paragraph for use in Utah aDd
Wyoming; and to store in any water year in Idaho or wyoming
on Thomas Fork 1,000 acre-feet of water for use in Idaho.
Such additional storage rights shall be subordinate to, ~
shall not be exercised when the effect thereof will be b
impair or interfere with (1) existing direct flow rights for
consumptive use in any ri ver di vision and (2) existiDg
storage
rights
above stewart Dam, but shall not be
subordinate to any right to store water in Bear Lake or
elsewhere below Stewart Dam.
One half of the 35,500
acre-feet of additional storage right above Stewart Dam
granted to Utah and Wyoming is hereby allocated to Utah,
the remaining one half thereof is allocated to WyomingT
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depletion of the flow of the Bear River and its tributaries
above Stewart Dam of more than 28,000 acre-feet in excess of
the depletion as of January I, 1976. Thirteen thousand
(13,000) acre-feet of the additional depletion above Stewart
Dam is allocated to each of Utah and wyoming, and two
thousand (2,000) acre-feet is allocated to Idaho.
The additional storage rights provided for in this
paragraph
shall be subordinate to, and shall not be
exercised when the effect thereof will be to impair or
lnterfere
with
(1)
existing direct flow rights for
consumptive use in any river divlslon and (2) existing
storage
rights
above stewart Dam, but shall not be
subordinate to any right to store water in Bear Lake or
elsewhere below Stewart Dam; provided, however, there shall
be no diverslon of water to storage above Stewart Dam under
this paragraph B when the water surface elevation of Bear
Lake is below 5,911.00 feet, Utah Power & Light Company
datum (the equivalent of elevation 5,913.75 feet based on
the sea level datum of 1929 through the Paclflc Northwest
Supplementary
Adjustment
of -rs47).
Water depletions
permitted under this oaragraph B shall be calculated and
admlnlstered by a commission-aoproved procedure.
C. In addition to the rights defined in article VI,
paragraphs A and B, Idaho, Utah and Wyoming are granted the
rlght to store and use water above stewart Dam that
otherwise would be bypassed or released from Bear Lake at
times when all other direct flow and storage rlghts are
satlsfied. The avallability of such water and the operation
of reservoir space to store water above Bear Lake under this
paragraph shall be determined by a commission-approved
procedure. The storage provided for in this paragraph shall
be subordinate to all other storage and direct flow rights
ln the Bear River. Storage rights under this oaragraph shall
be exercised with egual priority on the following basis: six
(6) percent thereof to Idaho; forty-seven (47) percent
thereof to Utah; and forty-seven (47) percent thereof to
Wyoming.
D. The waters of Bear Lake below elevation 5,912.91
feet~ Utah Power & Light Company Bear Lake datum (the
equivalent of elevation 5,915.66 feet based on the sea level
datum of 1929 through the- Pacific Northwest Supplementary
Adjustment
of
1947)
shall constitute a reserve for
irrigation. The water of such reserve shall not be released
solely for the generation of power, except in emergency, but
after release for irrigation it may be used in generating
power if not inconsistent with its use for irrigation. Any
water in Bear Lake in excess of that constituting the
irrigation reserve may be used solely for the generation of
power or for other beneficial uses. As new reservoir
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capacity above the Stewart Dam is constructed to provi.
addi tional storage pursuant to paragraph A of this article,
the commission shall make a finding in writing as to the
quantity of additional storage and shall thereupon make.
order increasing the irrigation reserve in accordance wi~
the following table:
Lake Surface elevation
Addi tional storage
Utah Power & Light ComplIIf
acre-feet
Bear Lake datum
5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,500
36,500

5,913.24
5,913.56
5,913.87
5,914.15
5,914.41
5,914.61
5,914.69
5,914.70

e~~
Subject to existing rights, each state shall
the use of water, including ground water, for fa~M-aftSordinary domestic, and stock watering purposes, afts-~e
as determined by state law and shall have the
impound water for such purposes in reservoirs having
capacities not in excess, in any case, of 20 acrewithout deduction from the allocation made by paragrapM
B, and C of this article.
B~F.
The storage rights in Bear Lake
recognIZed and confirmed subject only to the
hereinbefore recited.

ARTICLE VfVII
It is the policy of the signatory states
additional
projects for the development of
resources of the Bear River to obtain the maximum
use of water with a minimum of waste, and in
such policy, authority is granted within the limi
provided by this compact, to investigate, plan,
and
operate
such
projects
without regard
boundaries, provided that water rights for each such
shall, except as provided in article VVI, paragraphs
thereof, be subject to rights theretofore initiatedgood standing.
ARTICLE VffVI II
A. No state shall deny the right of the united
of America, and subject to the conditions
contained,
no state shall deny the right 0
signatory state, any person or entity of another
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state, to acquire rights to the use of water or to construct
or to participate in the construction and use of diversion
works and storage reservoirs with appurtenant works, canals,
and conduits in one state for use of water in another state,
either directly or by exchange. Water rights acquired for
out-of-state use shall be appropriated in the state where
the point of diversion is located in the manner provided by
law for appropriation of water for use within such state.
B. Any signatory state, any person or any entity of any
signatory state, shall have the right to acquire in any
other signatory state such property rights as are necessary
to the use of water in conformity with this compact by
donation, purchase, or, as hereinafter provided through the
exercise of the power of eminent domain in accordance with
the law of the state in which such property is located. Any
signatory state, upon the written request of the governor of
any other signatory state for the benefit of whose water
users property is to be acquired in the state to which such
written request is made, shall proceed expeditiously to
acqui~e the desired property eithe~ by purchase at
a price
acceptable to the requesting governor, or if such purchase
cannot be made, then through the exercise of its power of
eminent domain and shall convey such property to the
requesting state or to the person, or entity designated by
its governQr provided, that all costs of acquisition and
expenses of every kind and nature whatsoever incurred in
obtaining such property shall be paid by the requesting
state or the person or entity designated by its governor.
c. Should any facility be constructed in a signatory
state by and for the benefit of another signatory state or
persons or entities therein, as above
provided,
the
construction, repair, replacement, maintenance and operation
of such facility shall be subject to the laws of the state
in which the facility is located.
D~
In the event lands or other taxable facilities are
acquired by a signatory state in another signatory state for
the use and benefit of the former, the users of the water
made available by such facilities, as a condition precedent
to the use thereof, shall pay to the political sUbdivisions
of the state in which such facilities are located, each and
every year during which such rights are enjoyed for such
purposes, a sum of money equivalent to the average of the
amount of taxes annually levied and assessed against the
land and improvements thereon during the ten years preceding
the acquisition of such land . Said payments shall be in full
reimbursement for the loss of taxes in such political
subdivision of the state.
E. Rights to the use of water acquired under this
article shall in all respects be subject to this compact.
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ARTICLE 'IIffHX
Stored water, or water from another watershed may bt
turned into the channel of the Bear River in one state ani,
like quantity, with allowance for loss by evaporati--onr
transpiration, and seepage, may be taken out of the
River in another state either above or below the, point
the ' water is turned into the channel, but in making
exchange the replacement water shall not be , infer
quality for the purpose used or diminished in qu
Exchanges shall not be permitted if the effect thereof ia
impair vested rights or to cause damage for which
compensation is paid. water from another watershed
which enters the Bear
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A. The following rights to the use of
carried in interstate canals are recognized
Date of Primary right
Name of canal
priority
second-feet
Hilliard East Fork
1914
28.00
Chapman
8-13-86
16.46

Francis Lee

8-13-86
98.46
4-12-12.57
5-3-12. ,
4.07
5-21-12
10.17
2-6-13.79
8-28-05
134.00 1
1879
2.20
1879
7.41

Acres
2,644
1,155
6,892
40
285
712
55

1 Under
the right as herein confirmed not to
second-feet may be carried across the Wyoming-U
line in the Chapman Canal at any time for fi
Neponset Reservoir, for irrigation of land in Utah
other purposes . The storage right in Neponset Rese
for 6,900 acre-feet which is a component part
irrigation right for the Utah lands listed above.
All other rights to the use of water
interstate canals and ditches, as adjudicated in
in which the point of diversion is located, are
and confirmed.
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B. All interstate rights shall be administered by the
state in which the point of diversion is located and during
times of water emergency, such rights shall be filled from
the allocations specified in article IV hereof for the
section in which the point of diversion is located, with the
exception that the diversion of water into the Hilliard East
Fork Canal, Lannon Canal, Lone Mount~in Ditch, and Hilliard
West Side Canal shall be under the administration of
Wyoming. During times of water emergency these canals and
the
Lone
Mountain Ditch shall be supplied from the
allocation specified in a~ticle IV for the Upper Wyoming
Section Diversions.
ARTICLE XXI
Applications for appropriation, for change of point of
diversion, place and nature of use, and for exchange of Bear
River water snall be considered and acted upon in accordance
with the law of the state in which the point of diversion is
located, but no such application shall be approved if the
effect thereof will be to deprive any water user in another
state of water to which he is entitled, nor shall any such
application be approved if the effect thereof will be an
lncrease in the depletion of the flow of the Bear River and
lts tributaries beyond the limits authorized in each state
ln articles IV, V and VI of this compact. The official of
each state ln charge of water administration shall, ~~eR-~fie
{!~~R~---e£--aR--a~~~~ea~~eR--a£{ee~~R~--Bea~--R~ve~--wa~e~7
~~aasHl~~_-a-ee~y-~fieree£-~e-~fie-eeffllR~SS~e_R at
intervals and

in the format established by the commission, report on the
status of use of the resEective allocations.
ARTICLE

X~XII

Nothing in this compact shall be construed to prevent
the
United
States,
a
signatory state or political
subdivision thereof, person, corporation, or association,
from instituting or maintaining any action or proceeding,
legal or equitable, for the protection of any .right under
state or federal law or under this compact.
ARTICLE

X~~XII

I

Nothing contained in this compact shall be deemed
1. to affect the obligations of the United States of
America to the Indian tribes;
2. to impair, extend or otherwise affect any right or
power
of
the
united
states,
its
agencies
or
instrumentalities involved herein; nor the capacity of the
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United states to hold or acquire additional rights to ~.
use of the water of the Bear River;
3. to subject any property or rights of the Uni~
states to the laws of the states which were not subj,"
thereto prior to the date of this compact;
4. to submit any property of the United states W
taxation by the states or any subdivision thereof, nor ~
obligate the united States to pay any state or subdiviliOl
thereof for loss of taxes.
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ARTICLE XHfXIV
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At intervals not exceeding twenty
shall review the provisions hereof, and after
public
hearing,
may
propose amendments to
provision, provided, however, that the provisions
herein shall remain in full force and effect unti
proposed amendments have been ratified by the legisl
of the signatory states and consented to by congress.
ARTICLE XfllXV
This compact may be terminated at
unanimous agreement of the
such termination all rights established
continue unimpaired.

any

ARTICLE .K\1XVI
Should a court of competent jurisdiction hold any
of this compact to be contrary to the constitution of
signatory state or to the Constitution of the united S
all
other severable provisions of this compact
continue in full force and effect.
ARTICLE .K\1fXVII
This compact shall be in effect when it shall have
ratified by the legislatul.e of each signatory state
consented to by the congress of the United staa.
America. Notice of ratification by the legislature.
signatory states shall be given by the governor of
signatory state to the governor of each of the
signatory states and to the President of the united
of America, and the President is hereby requested
notice to the governor of each of the signatory
approval by the congress of the united states of
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The commissioners and their
have executed this compact in five originals, one of
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shall be deposited with the General Services Administration
of the United States of America,
one of which shall be
forwarded to the governor of each of the signatory states,
and one of which shall be made a part of the permanent
records of the Bear River Commission.
Done at Salt Lake City, Utah, this 4~R-aay--e{--FeB~~a~y
~9SS 22nd dav of December 1978.
For the State of Idaho:
MaFk-RT-K~~13
MaFk-RT-K~~~

F~ea""MT-€ee~e~

F~ea-MT-€ee~e~
Me~v~R-ba~~~a8eR
Me~v~R-ba~~~aseR

/s/ Don W. Gilbert

lsI Clifford J . Skinner
lsI J. Daniel Roberts
For the state of Utah:
A~eRBe-FT-He13k~R
AleRBe-FT-He13k~R

See~EJe-BT-€~yae

See~EJe-BT-€~yae
JT-be~eRBe-We~~aRR
JT-be~eRBe-We~~aRR

8T-M.,.-V'aR-9FaeR
ET-MT-V'aR-9FaeR
QF8eR-AT-eRF~s~eRseR
QFeeR-AT-efiF~e~eRseR

AT-V'T-Sl!'\ee~

AT-V'T-8I!'\ee~

bawFeRee-BT-JeRRseR
bawFeRee .... BT-JeRRseR
lsI S. Paul Holmgren
lsI Simeon Weston
For the state of Wyoming:
bT-€T-B:tsfie13

/s/ David F. Lawrence

bT-€T-B;tsfie~

EI!'\~l-€T-SFaaeF~
81!'\~l-€T-6~aaeF~

HT-~T-PeFseR

ST-Reea-Bay~eR

HT-~T-PeFseR

S.,.-Reea-Bay~eR

/s/ John A. Teichert

HewaFa-BT-B~aek
Hewa~a-BT-B~aek

lsI George L. Christopulos
lsI J. W. Myers
Approved:
BT-9T-baFseR
8T-9T-baFseR
lsI Wallace N. Jibson
Representative of the United
States of America

Attest:
ET-JT-SkeeR
8T-JT-SkeeR
/s/ Daniel F. Lawrence
Secretary of t~e Bear River
Compact Commission

SECTION 2. The compact set forth in section 1 of this
act shall not become operative unless and until it has been
ratified and approved by appropriate legislative enactment
by the states of Utah and Wyoming and has been consented to
by the Congress of the United States. The governor of Idaho
shall give notice of ratification and approval of this
compact by the Idaho legislature to the governor of Utah, to
the governor of Wyoming and to the president of the United
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states.
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SECTION 3. An eIl'fe1:'g'"ency ex-isting
therefor,
which
eIl'fergency is het'eby declared to ex-ist, this act shall be :in
full force and effect -on and after its pa-ssage and approval.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Bear River Compact

S l/b:2.this bill is to ratify an "31llended Bear River Compact. The
that mus't .be followed to make the Compact

impact on state appropriations is anticipated. The stacewide
the continued operation of a system for managing the Use of
the s~ates of Idaho, Utah and Wyoming in the most beneficial
~08sible.
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THIS BILL PASSED THE SENATE ON THE

16TH DAY OF

MARCH

THIS BILL PASSED THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON THE~
DAYOF_______M~A~R~C~H~____~______________________

I

HEREBY

OERTIFY

THAT

THE WITHIN SENATE BILL NUMBER

__________---'-1..!-1.:::..62=-_ _•_______________ ORIGINATED
IN THE SENATE DURING THE---.l$T
OF THE

45TH

LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO.

THIS BILL RECEIVED BY THE GOVERNOR ON THE
DAY

OF~?~7 ATV-Ye?M.

ON THE

~nAY OF---L.4,.fIC""--"::'=~<--.L~~--t

PETE T. CEI " f.I\"~

SESSION

_A

SECRETARY OF STATE

;;2.

6,,;:zz=
APPROVED
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AMENDED BEAR RIVER COMPACT
1979
GENERAL SESSION
Inrolled Copy
S. B. No. 255

By

Miles Cap Ferry
Kenneth Pace
Charles W. Bullen

AN ACT AMENDING SECTION 73-16-2, UTAH CODE ANNOTATED 1953, AS
ENACTED BY CHAPTER 161, LAWS OF UTAH
CHAPTER

16l,

LAWS

1955,

AS

AMENDED

BY

OF UTAH 1957; RELATING TO THE WATERS OF

THE BEAR RIVER; PROVIDING FOR AN EQUITABLE APPORTIONMENT

OF

THE WATERS AMONG THE COMPACTING STATES; CHANGING THE DATE OF
REPORTS FROM ANNUAL TO BIENNIAL; ALLOCATING
LOWER

DIVISION

BETWEEN

THE

STATES

OF

GRANTING ADDITIONAL STORAGE RIGHTS ' TO
IDAHO

IN

THE

WATERS
IDAHO

UTAH,

IN

AND

THE

UTAH;

WYOMING,

AND

UPPER DIVISION; . LIMITING CONSUMPTIVE USES IN

THE UPPER DIVISION; AND MAKING OTHER MINOR

CHANGES

IN

THE

EXISTING COMPACT.

@!

it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Utah:
Section

1.

Section

73-16-2, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as

enacted by Chapter 161, Laws of Utah 1955, as amended by

Chapter

161, Laws of Utah 1957, is amended to read:

73-16-2.

The text of

[Ba~8-e8M~aet)

the Bear River Compact

h as follows:
AMENDED BEAR RIVER COMPACT
The

State

Wyoming, acting
negotiations

of

Idaho,

the

through

their

participated

in

state

of Utah and the state of

respective

Commissioners

after

by a representative of the United

States of America appointed by the President, have agreed to
an Amended Bear River Compact as follows:
ARTICLE I

[a)
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A.

The

major

purposes

of this Compact are to remove

causes of present and future controversy
and

us~

use

of

over

of the waters of the Bear River; to
water

for

of

deveLop~nt .

mul~iple

the

water

purpoaeai
resources

to
of

the

p~ovid~

distrib~~

for

permit
Bear

~

effiQ~

addition~

River;

·[a~8J ~

proJllote interstate comity _..!----"a:.;;,n:..;;d'--......:t:.;o~...;a;.,;c;..;c""'o:..;;m.:.:.<po;;::;l;:,;~;.,;·s:::ch=--.:.;,an~;...e;; .qu.:.;: ;l:;. t;;.;ablIt==:.
'
apportionment
comEac~in9

B.

of

the

waters

of

the

Bear

River

am~n9

t9t

States.
The

physical

and all otheD conditions peculiar to

Bear River constitute the baais for
principle

or

precedent

with

this

respect

Compact.
to

any other

9en~

No

interst~

stream is intended to be established.
ARTICLE II
As used in this Compact the term
1.

"Be",r

River II

from its source

means the Bear River and its tributa .

in the Uinta Mountains to

its

mouth

Salt Lake;
2.

"Bear Lake ll means Bear Lake and Mud Lake;

3.

"Upper

Division ll

its source in the Uinta

means the portion of Bear

Mo~ntains

to and including Pixley Da.;

diver-aion dam in the Southeas_t Quarter
North, Range 120 West, Sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
4.

"Central Division" means the portion of Bear

pixlE'tY DCU1.\ to
section

34,

and including stewart
Township

13

South,

Dam,

Rive~

a

Range 44 East, Boise Base

Meridian, Idaho;
5.

IILower

between'Stewa~t

its

"Upper

diversions
tdbutades

means

the portion of the Bear

Dam and Great Salt

drainage;

tri~utary

6.

Division"

in
of

Utah

section

second-feet
the

Bear

from the point where the

Diversions ll me.ans the

from

the

Bear

River

River joining the BeaL: River
Bear

River

crosses

the~

and
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line

above Evanston, wyoming; excluding the diversions by
East Fork Canal, Lannon Canal, Lone Mountain

Ditch,

west side Canal;
7.

"Upper Wyoming section Diversions" means the sum of all
second-fee-t from the Bear River main stem. from the
where

the Bear River

crosses the Utah-Wyoming State line

Evanston, Wyoming, to
the

the

point

where

the

Bear

River

wyoming-Utah state line east of Woodruff, Utah, and
diversions by the Hilliard East

Fo~k

Canal,

Lannon

and Hilliard West Side Canal;
"Lower

Utah

section

Diversions" -means the sum of all

second-feet · from the Bear River main stem from the
where

the

Bear River crosses the Wyoming-Utah state line
Utah,

to

the

point

where

the

Bear

River

the Utah-Wyoming state line northeast of Randolph, Utah;
9.

"Lower Wyoming section Diversions" means the stun of all
second-feet from the Bear River main stem from the
the

Bear River crosses the Utah-Wyoming State line

Randolph to and including the

div~rsiQn

at

Pixley

"Commission" means the Bear River Commission, organiz.ed
to

Article III of this Compact;
"Water

user"

means

a

person, co-r poration, or other

right to divert water from the

Bear

River

for

use;
"Second-foot"
of

means a flow of one cub-.ic foot of water

time passing a given point;

"Acre-foot"
acre to

means

the

quantity of water required to

a depth of

one

foot,

equivaLent

to

43,560

-"Biennium" means the 2-year period commencing on [ch:l:l:Y
of the first odd-numbered year after
Compact and each 2-year

pe~iod

the

thereafter;

effective
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15.

IIWate.r

year" means the period beginning October 1 and

ending September 30 of the following year;
16.

"Direct

flow"

means

all

water flowing in a natural

watercourse except water released from storage or imported from.
source other than the Bear River watershed;
17.

II Border

station in Idaho
Wyoming-Idaho

Gaging

Station" means the stream flow qaqi ll9

on the ·Bear River above Thomas

boundary

line

in

the

Fork

Northeast

Northeast Quarter of section 15, T.ownship

14

near

~

Quarter of tiw

South,

Range"

East, Boise Base and Me+idian, Idaho;
"Smi ths Fork" means a Bear River tributary which ril"

18.
in Lincoln
'direction

County, Wyoming, and flows in a general southwesterl,
to

its

confl uence

wi th

Bear River near Cokeville,

wyoming;
"Grade Creek" means a smiths Fork tributary which ri,..

19.
in Lincoln

County, Wyoming, and flows in

a

westerly

directi.

and in its natural channel is tributary to Smiths Fork
17, Township 25 North, Range 118 West, sixth Principal
Wyoming;
20.

"Pine Creek" means a smiths Fork tributary which

in Lincoln
section

County, Wyoming, emerging from its mountain

34,

Township

25 North, Range 118 West, sixth

Meridian, Wyoming, and its natural channel is tributary
Fork

in

section

36,

Township

25 North, Range 119 west,

Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
21.

"Bruner

Fork tributaries
Sections

31

and

Creek"
which
32,

and "Pine Creek Springs"

rise

in

Lincoln

Township 25

County,

North, Range

Principal Meridian, and in their natural channels
to

are

Smiths Fork in Section 36, Township 25 North, Range

sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming;
22.

"Spring

rises in Lincoln

Creek"

means

a

County, Wyoming, in Sections 1 and 2,

57

119 West, sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming, and
in a general westerly direction
Fork

in

Section

4,

to

its

confluence

with

Township 24 North, Range 119 West,

Wyoming;
"Sublette

Creek" means the Bear River tributary which

in Lincoln County, Wyoming, and flows in a general westerly
to

its

confluence
Range
Creek lf

"Hobble

direction

Bear

West,

River

Sixth

in section 20,

Principal

Meridian,

means the smiths Fork tributary which

County,

Lincoln
rly

119

with

wyoming,

to

its

and

flows

in °a

general

confluence with smi ths Fork in

2B North, Range lIB

West,

Sixth

Principal

, Wyoming;
"Hilliard East Fork Canal" means that irrigation canal
water from the right bank of the East Fork of Bear
in summit

County,

utah, at a point West 1,310 feet and

feet from the Southeast corner of section 16,

Township

10 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, Utah, and

Range

northerly direction

crossing

the

Utah-Wyoming

state

of section 21, Township 12 North,
west, sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming!
Canal"

"Lannon

means

that

irrigation

the right bank of the Bear
Utah/

Eas t

1, 4BO

canal

River

in

and runs ih

state line
12

North,

a northerly direction

in~a - the

Range

summit

feet from the West Quarter corne!.o of

19, Township 3 North/ Range 10 East, Salt Lake
Utah,

which

119

South

Half

of

Base

and

cro~sin~

the __

section

20,

West, sixth Principal Meridian,

"Lone Mountain Ditchlf means that irrigation canal which
from the right bank of the Bear

River

in

Summit

Utah, North 1,535 feet and East 1,120 feet from the West
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corn~r

QUarter
Salt

2~5

Lake

of

Base

Secuion 19, Township 3 North, Range
and

Meridian,

Utah,

and

direction crcssing the Utah-Wyoming State
Half

'Of

section
~evidi~n,

Pvinoipal

a8.

in

SUfnini t

1,450
3

into

the

[~fte]

that irrigatwn

water from the vight bank of the Bear

county,

'Utah,

at

River

a point ' NOrth 2,190 feet and East

the South Quarter c'Orner of section 13,

Range

SOU~

Wyoming;

diverts

~eet ~rnm

Novth,

runs in a northerly

line

"Hilliard west Side Canall! means

\<ihi~h

canal

East,

12 North, Range 119 West, si)C~

Township

20,

10

Towns~

East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian, Utah, and

9

runs ·in a northerly threction

crossing

the

Utah-wyoming

State

Half of section 20, Township 12 North, Range

line iiIlto the South

119 west, sixth Pvinoipal 'Meridian, Wyoming;
~9.

"Francis

~tom ~he

diverts water
Qtnta

Lee Canal I! 'm eans that irrigation canal

County,

left bank of the Bear River

Wyoming, in the

Township 18 North, Range 120
' W¥O~ing,

. and

runs

in

Northeast Quarter of Section

west,

sixth

Principal

,in a westerly airection across the

utah state line into section 16, Township 9 North, Range 8
Sa'l t

Lake BaSe -Clhd 'Meridian, Utah;
:3 0 •

~r,om

diverts water
Uinta

canal I!

"-Chapman

county,

To~n'Ship

16 l'fbrth, Range

wy'Oming,

:and runs in a

'C.b-rner

of

Principal

S"etitJ.ion

' ~~idi~n,

-al.

East,
6,900

Salt

a~re~e~t.

121

West,

no-rth~r'ly

sixth

Principal

direction

drainage

basin

near

the

wynming,

and

then

in

a

general

the wyoming-Utah state line;
Reservoir"

means

that1:'ese'TVoir

'Sections 34 and 35, 1l'ownship 8

Lake

in

>:36, Township 1'7 North, Range

ItNep1>nset

principally in

irriga-tion

in

Saleratus

tli~ec~i:on ~r,us~ing

that

the left bank of the Bear River

' wyoming,

divi(le 'into the

tlfaans

Base :and

North,

Meridian, Utah, having a

~
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ARTICLE 1:11

A.

There

is

hereby

created an .interstate adminiscrative

ilJ8ncy to be known -as the '!Bear River Cornmiss'ion"
~tituted

\IJOWrs

a

he~einafter

qlfnine

~ntity

legal

specified.

CotMlissioners,

:Rgnatbry

and in sUCh

State,

and

(!onuni-s.sione-rs

appointed

by

is hereby

exer~ise

shall

The Cotnlllission shall

three
if

na~e

~nich

be

the

cdmposed

representing each

the

, Pres'ident,

one

.wntional G~~iss~on~r represenbing the United States of America
~

-shall serve ' 'as

~hail!'mcm,

~ithout

vo'te.

Comrrrissioner,

Each

ecept the .ahai"lmlan, shall have ' ohe vote. The State commisslioners
!Kbal.l

be

selected

in

accordance

state

'with

Six

law.

ceo..issrorle-rs who -shall include two Commissioners from each State
~l

cons-t:iltut.e a 'quorum.

frhe vote of at

least 't<4o-thirds

of

\the 'Co_issiohers l4hen a ' quorum . s ,p.resent shall be neces-sary for

tIIbe attion -of the colMlission.
B.'lthe '{;ompensa:td::-o n and eXpehBes of each commissioner 'and
~h

advi~r

shall

~asellts.

be

~inistra~i-On ' of ~his
~tes

~f

paid

..exp.enses

1\<11

'America,

by

the

incurred

by

government
the

Compact, except those paid by

~hall

which

he

Cl)rnmission in the
the

United

be paid by the signatory States on an

'equal basis.
C.
1.
~i~

'~he

COlnmi-ss i-bn sna 11 have p-ower to:

AQ'bpt 'bylaws,

-rules, and re.gula'bions

not inconsistent

this Compact;
2.

ACqUi-re, ho.ld, conveyor otherwise dispose of 'PI'bl>erty;

3.

Etupl-oy

stf-ah .persons

and

[~R.E~8]

contrac,t for such

!Berw.-ees as 'may be necessary to carry out i .ts duties

under

this

'mJiIapactj
4.

'Sueal1d be

su~d

as a 11egal --ehti ty in any court of rec:brd

fbf a li<i-ljllatory State, and -'in
ha~ng juri~i~i~n

6.

.of such

co-ape-r at.e ' whth

crelating,to

any

C!O-li't't -'of

the

.united

States

ac~i-On;

state and Federal agencies

~n

water pollution of inter-state si'gnificance;

Ma~rs
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6.

Perform all functions required of it by this Compact and

do all things
of

its

necessary, proper or convenient in the performance.

duties

hereunder, independently or in co-operation with

others, including state and Federal agencies.
D.

The Commission shall:

1 . . Enforce
suit or other

this

Compact and its orders made

hereunde~

by

appropriate action;

[2T---ARR~a**y--eem~~*e--a--~e~e~~--eeve~iR~-~fte-we~k-ef-~.
€eMM~BB~eR-{e~--~fte--wa~e~-yea~-efta~R~-~ke-~Fevie~B-Sep~eMBe.-·a.
aRa--~~aRBmi~-~~-~e-~ke-PfeB~8eft~-ef-~ke-Yfti~ea-6~a~eB-afta-~e-~h

Seve~Re~8-ef-~ke-8~~Ra~e~y-6~a£e8-eR-e~-Befefe-Apf~*-- i--ef-- •••h
yea~"fl

2.

Compile a report covering the work of the Commission M4

expendi tures during the current
expenditures

for

the

President of the united

bienQium,

gnd

an

estimate of

following biennium and transmit it to
states

and

to . the

Governors

UI

of

signatory states on or before July 1 following each biennium.
[3T---Pfepa~e-aRa-~faft8~~~-~e-~fte-SeVefRe~B-ef-~ke-8t!fta'
S~a~eB,-afta-~e-~ke-PfeB~aeR~-ef-~he-Yfti~ea-S~a~eB-eft-e p-hefe •• aa~e-~e-Be-ae~eFmiftea-By-~ke-8e~~iBBieRT-a-fepef~-ef-eM~eft~~'~r
a~~~R~-~ke-e~f~eft~-Bieftfti~~T-aft8-aft-eB~i~ate-ef-Fe~~ipemeft~8
~ke-fellew~R~-BieRRiMmT]

ARTICLE IV
Rights

to

signatory state
A.

When

direct

flow water shall be administered in

under state law, with the
there is a water emergency, as hereinafter

for each division, water shall be distributed therein as
below.
1.

a.

Upper Division.
~nen

the divertible flow

division
emergency

is

less

shall

as defined

than
be

1,250

deemed

below for

second·feet,

to exist therein

a
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divertible flow is allocated for diversion in the river
sections of the Division as follows:
Upper Utah section Diversions - 0.6 per cent,
Upper Wyoming section Diversions - 49.3 percent,
Lower Utah section Diversions - 40.5 per cent,
Lower wyomin~ Section Diversions - 9.6 rer cent.
Such

divertible

flow

shall

be the total of the following

five items:

b.

(1)

Upper Utah section Diversions in second-feet,

(2)

Upper Wyoming Section Diversions in second-feet,

(3)

Lower Utah Section Diversions in second-feet,

(4)

Lower Wyoming section Diversions in second-feet,

(5)

The flow in second-feet passing Pixley Dam.

The

Hilliard

East

Fork

Canal,

Mountain Ditch, and Hilliard
divert

water

in

Utah

to

Lannon

West

Side

Canal,

Lone

Canal,

which

irrigate lands in Wyoming,

shall be supplied from the divertible flow allocated to
the Upper Wyoming section Diversions.
c.

The

Chapman, Bear River,

divert water from
Wyoming

to

the

irrigate

and Francis Lee Canals, which
main

stem

lands

of

Bear

River

in

in both Wyoming and Utah,

shall be supplied from the divertible flow allocated to
the Upper Wyoming Section Diversions.
d.

The

Beckwith

Quinn

West

water from the main stem
irrigate

lands

supplied from the

in

both

Side Canal,
of

Bear

Utah

divertible

River

and
flow

which
in

diverts
Utah

to

Wyoming, shall be
allocated

to

the

Lower Utah section Diversions.
e.

If for any reason

the aggregate of all

diversions in a

river section of the Upper Division does not equal

the

allocation of water thereto, the unused portion of such
allocation shall be available
river

sections

for

use

in

the

other

in the Upper Division in the following
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order:

(1) In the othel" river

section

of

the same

State in which the unused allocation occurs; and (2) in
the river sections of the other
right

of

State.

No

permanent

use shall be established by the distribution

of water pursuant to this paragraph e.
f.

Water

allocated

to

the ' several

distributed in each section in

sectipns

accordance

shall be

with State

law.
2.

Central Division.

a.

When either the

divertible flow

as hereinafter

for the Central Division is less than
or

defi~

second-feet,

870

the flow of the Bear River at Border Gaging
second-feet,

occur,

emergency shall be deemed to exist it

a

water

whichever

stati~

is less than 350

shall first

D

the Central Division and the total of all diversions
Wyoming
Pine
smiths

from Grade Creek, Pine Creek, Bruner Creek

Creek

springs,

Fork,

and

spring

all

Creek,

~ublette

~

Creek,

the tributaries of Smiths Fo

above the mouth of Hobble
and from the main stefT\ of the Bear River between pill
Dam and the point where
Idaho

state

line near Border shall be limited

benefit 0f the state of Idaho, to not exceeding
three

(43)

per

cent

of

the

divertible

remaining fi fty-seven (57) per cent of

the

di

flow shall be available for use in Idaho in the
Division, but if any portion of such allocation
used

therein it shall

the Lower Division.
The

divertible

flow

for the

total of the following three items:
(1)

Diversions in

second-feet in

sum of all diversions from

Grade

Creek,

Pine
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Bruner

Creek

and

Pine

Creek

Springs, Spring Creek,

Sublette Creek, and Smiths Fork and all the tributaries
of

smiths

Fork

above

the

mouth

of

Hobble

including Hobble Creek, and the main stem of
River

Creek

the

Bear

between Pixley Dam and the point where the river

crosses

the

Wyoming-Idaho

state

line

near

Border,

Wyoming.
(2)

Diversions

in second-feet in Idaho from the Bear River

main stem from the point where the
Wyoming-Idaho

state

line

near

river

crosses

the

Border to Stewart Dam

including West Fork Canal which diverts at stewart Dam.
(3)

Flow

in

second-feet of the Rainbow Inlet Canal and of

the Bear River passing downstream from stewart Dam.
b. The Cook Canal, which diverts water from the main stem of
the Bear River in Wyoming to
Wyoming

and

Idaho,

shall

diversion and shall be

irrigate
be

lands

considered

supplied

from

the

in
a

both

Wyoming

divertible

flow allocated to Wyoming.
c.

Water

allocated

to

each state shall be distributed in

accordance with state law.
3.

Lower Division.

a.

When

the

flow

of water across the Idaho-Utah boundary

line is insufficient to satisfy water rights
covering

water

applied

to

beneficial

January 1, 1976, any water user

in

in

use

Utah

Utah,

prior to

may

file

a

petition with the Commission alleging that by reason of
diversions in Idaho he is being deprived . of
which

he

thereof,

is . justly
a

distribution
commission.
exists,

it

water
of

entitled,

emergency
water

under

and

that

exists,
the

and

put

into

by

direction

effect

water

schedules based on priority of rights and

to

reason

requesting

If the Commission finds a water
shall

water

of

the

emergency
delivery

prepared

by
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the

Commission without regard to the boundary line for

all or any

part

emergency,

water shall be delivered in accordance with

of

the

Division,

and

during

such schedules by the state official charged

such

with

the

administration of public waters.

B.

The Commission shall have authority upon its

(1) to declare
based

upon

a water emergency in any or all

its

determination

that

state,

(2)

to

make

motion

divisions

there are diversions which

violate this Compact and which encroach upon water
lower

o~n

river

appropriate

rights

in a

orders to prevent such

encroachments, and (3) to enforce such orders

by

action

before

state administrative officials or by court proceedings.
C.

When the flow of water in an interstate tributary across

a State boundary line is insufficient to satisfy water rights on
such

tributary

petition

in

with

diversions

the

a

lower

State,

Comnlission

any

alleging

water user may file a
that

which he is justly entitled and that by reason
emergency

emergency

If

schedules

the

thereof

Commission

based

it
on

shall

put

priority

a water

charge

of

water

into

The

for

that

effect

each

tributary.

compensation and expenses to be

State

paid

The
by

a

proportion of

each

state

determined by the ratio between the number
are irrigated by diversions from such tributary,

and

the

number of acres irrigated from such tributary.
D.

In

preparing

Commission, upon

~

I

interstate

water delivery

notice and after public

hearings,

wa~

and prepared

distribution on interstate

appoint and fix the compensation and expenses of
commissioner

finds

of rights

without regard to the state boundary line.
in

of

and that interstate .control of water of

exists

such tributary is necessary,
delivery

reason

exists, and requesting distribution of water under

direction of the Commission.
water

by

in an upstream state he is being deprived of water to

shall
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fin~ngs

of

fact as to the nature, priority and extent of water

.rights, rates of flow, duty of water, irrigated

of crops,
.~edules

time

types

of use, and related matters; provided that such

shall recognize and

vater rights

acreages,

as

incorporate

adjudicated

in

therein

priority

of

each of the signatory states.

Such findings of fact shall, in any court or before any tribunal,
~nstitute

E.

prima facie evidence of the facts

found.

Water emergencies provided for herein shall termina.t e on

(h~88e~-~5]

September 30 of each year unless

terminated

sooner

or extended by the Commission.
ARTICLE V
A.

water

rights

in the Lower Division acquired under the

laws of Idaho and Utah covering water applied to
prior

to

January

I,

1976,

on

priority

or

after

January

1,

1976,

be satisfied from the respe.c tive allocations made to Idaho

md utah in this paragraph and the water allocated to each

shall

be

administered in accordance with state law.

the foregoing
Division,
~reby

of

as provided in Article IV, paragraph A3. . Rights to water

first applied to beneficial use on
.hall

use

are hereby recognized and shall be

.Ministered in accordance with state law based
rights

beneficial

provisions,

the

remaining

water

in

state

Subject to
the

Lower

including ground water tributary to the Bear River, is

apportioned for use in Idaho and Utah as follQws:
(1)

Idaho

shall

have

the first right to the use of

such remaining water resulting in an annual depletion of not more
than 125,000 acre-.feet.
(2)

Utah

shall

have

the second right to the use of

such remaining water resulting in an annual depletion of not more
~an

275,000 acre-feet.

(3)

Idaho and Utah shall each have an additional right

to deplete annually on an equal basis, 75,000
remaining

water

acre-feet

of

the

after the rights provided by subparagraphs (I),

and (2) above have been satisfied.
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Any

(4)

remaining

water in the Lower Division after

the allocations provided for in subparagraphs (1), (2),
above

have

and

(3)

been satisfied shall be divided; thirty (30) percent

to Idaho and seventy (70) percent to Utah.
B.

Water

allocated under the above subparagraphs shall be

charged against the state in which it is used regardless

of

~e

location of the point of diversion.
C.

Water

subparagraphs

depletions

(1),

(2),

permitted

and

and

(3),

provisions of

under
(4)

above,

shall be

calculated and administered by a Commission-approved procedure.
ARTICLE [\1] VI
A.

Existing

storage

rights

in

reservoirs

[.he~ete{efel

constructed above stewart Dam prior to February 4, 1955,

aloe as

follows:
324 acre-feet

Idaho

Utah ......................... 11,850 acre-feet
2,150 acre-feet

Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Additional

rights

are hereby granted to store in any water

Stewart Dam, 35,500 acre-feet of

year above

River water

Bear

and no more under this paragraph for use in Utah and wyoming;
to store in any water year in Idaho or
1,000

acre-feet

of

water

rights

shall

be

storage
exercised

for

use

wyoming
in Idaho.

subordinate

to,

and

on

Thomas

~
F~

Such addiLiol1l1
shall

when the effect thereof will be to impair or

not III
interf~

with (1) existing direct flow rights for consumptive
river division and (2) existing storage rights above
but shall not be subordinate to any right to store water in
Lake

or

elsewhere

acre-feet of
granted

below

additional

Stewart
storage

Dam.
right

above

stewart

to Utah and Wyoming is hereby allocated to Utah,

remaining one-half thereof is allocated to

Wyoming[,-Bl~t-,~~.~.

te--atta~R--t.he--Mest--BeRei~e~a~--~8e-ei-s~e.h-aaait~efta~
eeftS~8teRt-w~t.h-t.he--~e~i~eMeftts--ei--£~t~fe--watef--8e,'e~~. .~
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B.

In addition . to the rights defined in Paragraph A of this

tnic1e, further
~

storage

granted.

entitlements

above

stewart

Dam

are

Wyoming and Utah are granted an additional right

"Itore in any year 70,000 acre-feet of Bear River water for use

a Utah

and Wyoming to be divided equally; and Idaho is granted

,additional right to store 4,500 acre-feet of Bear River
p~oming

or Idaho for use in Idaho.

sma paragraph

and water

water

Water rights granted under

appropriated,

including

ground

water

kibutary to Bear River, which is applied to beneficial use on or
after January 1, 1976 r shall not result in an annual increase in
.,letion of the flow of the Bear River and its tributaries above
lteWart Dam of more
tlletion

as

19!-feet of

the

to

ul~ated
~e-feet

of

than
January

28,000

I,

additional

acre-feet

1976.

in

excess

of

the

Thirteen thousand (13,000)

depletion

above

stewart

Dam

is ·

each of Utah and Wyoming, and two thousand (2,000)

is allocated to Idaho.

The additional storage rights provided for in this Paragraph
lhall be subordinate to, and shall

effect thereof

not

be

exercised

will be to impair or interfere with

when - the
existing

(1)

tirect flow rights for consumptive use in any river .division
(2) existing
~rdinate

and

storage rights above Stewart Dam, but shall not be

to any right to store water in Bear Lake or elsewhere

Mlow· stewart Dam; provided, however, there shall be no diversion
of water to storage above Stewart Dam under this Paragraph B when
~e

water surface elevation of Bear Lake is below 5,911.00 feet,

Dum

Power & Light company datum

5,913.75

feet

based

Pacific Northwest

(the

equivalent

of

elevation

on the sea level datum of 1929 through the

Supplementary

Adjustment

of

1947)

~

Water
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depletions

permitted

under this Paragraph B shall be calculated

and administered by a Commission-approved procedure.
C.

In

addition

Paragraphs A
to

to

the

rights

defined

in

Article VI,

Idaho, Utah and Wyoming are granted the right

and~,

store and · use water above stewart Dam that otherwise would be
or released from Bear

bypasse~

direct

flow

Lake

at

times

when

and storage rights are satisfied.

all

other

The availability

of such water and the operation of reservoir space to store water
above

Bear

Lake

under

this paragraph shall be determined by •

Commission-approved procedure.
Paragraph

shall

flow rights
"

in

be

The storage provided for in thil

subordinate to all other storage and

the

Bear

River.

storage

rights

dire~

under thil

. Paragraph shall be exercised with equal priority on the following
basis: six (6) percent thereof to Idaho; forty-seven (47) percent
thereof to Utah; and forty-seven (47) percent thereof to wyoming.
[B·d

feet,

Utah

equivalent
datum

The

D.

of

Adjustment

Power

waters of Bear Lake below elevation 5,912.91
and

Light

of

elevation

1929

through

of

1947)

Company

5,915.66

the

Bear

feet

Pacific

Lake

based on the sea

Northwest

of

(~

l~

. Supplementlrf

shall constitute a reserve

The water of such reserve shall not be released
generation

datum

solely

for

power, except in emergency, but

irrigation it may be used in generating power if not
with its use for

irrigation~

Any water in Bear Lake

that constituting the irrigation reserve may be used
the

generation

of

reservoir capacity
provide

additional

power
above

or for other
the

storage

stewart
pursuant

Dam
to

is

paragraph A of

Article, the Commission shall make a finding in writing as to
quantity
increasing

of additional storage and shall thereupon make an
the

following table:

irrigation

reserve

in

accordance

with
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Lake surface elevation
utah Power & Light Company

Additional storage
Acre-feet

Bear Lake datum

5,000

5,913.24

10,000

5,913.56

15,000

5,913.87

20,000

5,914.15

25,000

5,914.41

30,000

5,914.61

35,500

5,914.69

36,500

5,914.70

Subject to existing rights, each state shall have

the use of water,
~k)

ordinary

~;ee~-~e]

including
domestic,

groundwater,
and

stock

for

watering

purposes, [asa

as determined by State law and shall have

W impound

the

right

water for such purposes in reservoirs having storage

capacities not in excess, in any case, of 20
~uction

[i~elftn£a~M--aSa

from

the allocation made by

acre-feet,

. [~a~a§~a~ft]

without

paragraphs AL

I, and C of this Article.

F.

[STI

Rcognized

The

and

storage

confirmed

rights
subject

in

Bear

only

to

Lake
the

are

hereby

restl" ictions

hereinbefore recited.
ARTICLE
It

is

the

policy

of

[V~]

the

VII

signatory

states to encourage

additional projects for the development of the water resources of
the Bear River to obtain the maximum beneficial use of water with
a minimum of waste, and in fu.rtherance of such policy,
is granted

within

the limitations provided by this Compact, to

investigate, plan, construct, and operate such
regard

to

such project
[,a~a§~a~ft)

authori ty

projects

without

state boundaries, provided that water rights for each
shall,

except

paragraphs

as

A and

provided

in

Article

[V]

VI,

B, thereof, be subject to rights

theretofore initiated and in good standing.
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ARTICLE IVffl VIII

A.

No

state

America, and

shall deny the right of the united states of

subject to the conditions hereinafter contained, no

state shall deny the 'right of another signatory state, any person
or entity of another signatory state, to acquire
use

of

water

or

to

construct

or

to

construction and use of diversion works

rights

participate

and

storage

tp

~e

in tlw

reservoin

with appurtenant works, canals, and conduits in one State for UN
of water in another
rights

acquired

State~

for

either directly or by exchange.

out-of-state use

shall be appropriated iD

the State where the point of diversion is located in
provided

by

law

Wa~

the

ma~

for appropriation of water for use within sudl

State.
B.

Any

signatory

signatory state,

any person or any entity of IDJ

state,

shall have the right to acquire

signatory state such property

any other

rights as are necessary

of water in conformity with this Compact by
or,

in

donation,

as .hereinafter provided through the exercise of the

eminent domain in accordance with the law of the state
such

property is located. , Any signatory state,

request of the Governor of any
benefit

of

whose

State to which
expeditiously

purchase

requesting

signatory

state

written

request

is

made,

shall

to acquire the desired property either by

cannot

eminent

other

water users property is to be

such

at a price acceptable to the

of

in

Governor,

be made, then through the exercise

domain
State

requesting

and
or

shall

convey

such

to the person, or

Governor provided, that all costs of acquisition and
every

kind

and

nature

whatsoever

incurred

in

ob~G~u~••

property shall be paid by the requesting state or the
entity designated by its Governor.
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C.

Should any facility be constructed in a signatory State .
for the

~

benefit of another signatory state or persons

therein,

as

above provided, the construction, repair,

lacement, maintenance and operation of such facility shall
ject to

the

or

laws

of

the

state

in

be

which the facility is

belted.

D.

In

~ired

event

lands

or

benefit

of

the

former,

lVulable by such facilities, as a
~

other taxable facilities are

by a signatory state in another signatory State for

and

~

the

the users of the water made
condition

precedent

to

the

thereof, shall pay to the political subdivisions of the state

Dwhich such facilities are located, each and every year
.uch such
~ivalent

to the average of the amount of taxes annually
against

ten years preceding

~YBents

~h

during

rights are enjoyed for such purposes, a sum of money

ad assessed
~

the

the land
the

levied

and improvements thereon during .

acquisition

of

such

land.

Said

shall by in full reimbursement for the loss of taxes in

political subdivision of the state.
E.

Rights

shall in all

to the use of water acquired under this Article

respects be subject to this Compact.
ARTICLE lVIll] IX

Stored
~to

water, or water from another watershed may be turned

the channel of the Bear

quantity,

River

in

one

state

and

a

like

with allowance for loss by evaporation, transpiration,

and seepage, may be taken out of the Bear River in another

either

above

or

below the point where the water is turned into

the channel, but in making such exchange
shall

not

be

inferior

diminished in quantity.
effect

in

quality

for

the
the

replacement
purpose

water

used or

Exchanges shall not be permitted if

the

thereof is to impair vested rights or to cause damage for

which no compensation is paid.
source

State

Water from another

watershed

or

which enters the Bear River by actions within a state may .

be claimed exclusively by that state

and

use

thereof

by

that
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state

shall

not

be

subject

Articles IV, V and VI.
shall

to
a~y

Proof of

depletion limitations of

the

claimed

increase

in

flow

be the burden of the state making such claim, and it shall

be aEproved only by the unanimous vote of the Commission.
ARTICLE r ~j{ 1
A.

The

following

rights

to

~

the use of Bear

Ri~er

water

carried in interstate canals are recognized and confirmed.

Name of Canal

Date of

Primary right

Eriority

second-feet

\:-.

2,644

Wyoming

8-13-86

16.46

1,155

wyoming

8-13-86

98.46

6,892

Utah

4-12-12

.57

40

5-3-12

4.07

285

Utah

5-21-12

10.17

712

Utah

.79

55

Wyoming

8-28-05
Francis Lee

the

state

28.00

2-6-13

1 Under

Acres

1914

Hilliard East Fork
Chapman

Lands irrigated

right

Wyoming

134.00 1

1879

2.20

154

Wyoming

1879

7.41

519

Utah

as

confirmed

herein

not

to

second-feet may be carried across the Wyoming-Utah state
the Chapman Canal at any time for filling the Neponset
for irrigation of land in

Utah

and

for

other

ReseJ~oi~

purposes.

storage right in Neponset Reservoir is for 6,900
is a component part of the irrigation right for

the

listed above.
All

other

rights to the use of water carried in in

canals and ditches, as adjudicated in

the

state

in

point of diversion is located, are recognized and confirmed.

B.

All

which the

interstate rights shall be administered by the S
point of diversion is

located

and ' during
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vater emergency, such rights shall be filled from the allocations
in Article IV hereof for the Section in which the point

~cified

of diversion is located, with the exception that the diversion of
vater into the Hilliard
Ditch,

~untain

East

and

Canal,

Lannon

Canal,

Lone

and Hilliard west Side Canal shall be under the

Mministration of wyoming.
~als

Fork

the

Lone

During times of water emergency these

Mountain Ditch shall be supplied from the

ulocation specified in Article IV ·for the Upper wyoming

Section

Diversions.
ARTICLE [X] XI
Applications

for

appropriation,

place and nature of use,

~version,

for

and

change

for

of

point of

exchange

of

Bear

River water shall be considered and acted upon in accordance with
the law of the state
but no

in which the point of diversion is located,

such application shall be approved if the effect thereof

vill be to deprive any water user in another state

of

water

to

which he is entitled, nor shall any such application be approved

if the effect thereof will be an increase in the depletion of the
flow of

the

Bear

River

authorized in each State
Ompact.

The

in

official

adainistration

shall,

and its tributaries beyond the limits

of

Articles
each

IV,

state

V and
in

VI

charge

of this
of

water

[~p8R--~Re--£~l~R~--e{--aR---appl~ea~~eR

.ffee~~ft~--Bea~--R~ve~--wa~e~T--~~aReM~~--a--eepy--~Re~eef-~e-~Re

SeaMts8t8ft] at intervals and in the
C~ission,

report

on

the

format

status

of

established

use

of

by

the

the respective

allocations.
ARTICLE [Xf] XII
Nothing
United
thereof,
or

in

States,

a

person,

main~aining

the protection
this Compact·.

this

Compact shall be construed to prevent the

signatory

State

corporation,· or

or

political

subdivision

association, from instituting

any action or proceeding, legal or equitable,

for

of any right under State or Federal law or under
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ARTICLE

XIII

[X~+]

Nothing contained in this Compact shall be deemed
·To

1.

affect

the

obligations: of

the

united states of

America to the Indian tribes;
2.

T.o impair, extend or otherwise affect any right or power

of the United
herein;

states, its agencies or instrumentalities

involv~

nor the capacity of the United states to hold or acquire

additional rights to the use of the water of the Bear River;
3.

To

subject any property or rights of the united

to the laws of

the states which were

[Re~]

not

Sta~

subject the rem

prior to the date of this Compact;
4.

To subject any property of the united states to

by the states

or any subdivision thereof, nor

to

taxati~

obligate

~

Uni ted states to pay any state or subdivision thereof for loss of
taxes.
ARTICLE
A.t

intervals

not

XIV

[X+~~]

exceeding

twenty

years, the COlDllissi.

provisions hereof, and after notice and publ

shall review the

hearing:- may propose amendments to any
however, that the provisions contained
full

force

ratified

and

by

herein

shall

effect until such proposed amendments have

the

legislatures

of

the

signatory

states

consented to by Congress.
ARTICLE
This
agreement

[X~V]

XV

Compact may be terminated at any time by the
of

termination

the
all

signatory
rights

States;

established

In
under

the
it

event of
shall

unimpaired.
ARTICLE [XV] XVI
Should

a

this Compact to
state

or · to

court

of competent jurisdiction

be contrary to the constitution of any
the

Constitution

of the united states, all
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severable provisions of this Compact shall continue in full force
and effect.
ARTICLE
This

Compact

ratified by
consented

to

the

shall

be

in

Legislature

by

the

XVII

effect when it shall have been
of

each

signatory

the

legislatures

of

shall be given by the Governor of each

the Governor of each of the other signatory
President

of

state

and

Congress of the united states of America.

Iotice of ratification by
Sutes

[XV~l

the

signatory

signato~y

states

state to

and

to

the

the united states of America, and the President is

Mreby requested to give notice to the Governor of

each

of

the

signatory states of approval by the Congress of the united states
of America.
IN WITNESS

WHEREOF,

The

Commissioners and their advisers

Mve executed this compact in five originals, one of which
H deposited
~ted

with

the

General

Services Administration of the

states of America, one of which shall be forwarded to

~ernor

shall

the

of each of the signatory states, and one of which shall

H made a part

of

the

permanent

records

of

the

Bear

River

Commission.
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Done

at

Salt

Lake

City, Utah, this 22nd day of Decembp.r,

1978.

For the State of .I daho:
($)

Clifford J. Skinner

~J.

(s)

Don W. Gilbert

($)

Daniel F. Lawrence

Daniel Roberts

For the State of Utah:
($)

S. Paul Holmgren

(5)

simeon Weston

For the State of Wyoming:
(5)

George L. Christopulos (s)

(5)

J. W. Nyers

John A. Teichert

Approved:

Attest:

Wallace N. Jibson

Daniel F. Lawrence

Representative of the

Secretary of the Bear River

united states of America

Commission

o

